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Dear Mr. Teague:

This report describes civil aviation research and
development programs and facilities at three principal
installations of the Department of Transportation.

Your letter of June 25, 1975, requested that we assist
C2g10>your Suocoimnittee on Aviation and Transportation Rei:earch f

K-/and Development in its review of the Nation's civil aviation
research and development programs and facilities.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S CIVIL AVIATION RESEARCH
REPORT TO THE COMMITTEE AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AND FACILITIES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES Department of Transportation

DI G E S T

The National Aviation Facilities Experi-
mental Center, the Transportation Systems
Center, and the Civil Aeromedical Institute
spent about $38 million for civil aviation
research and development programs in fiscal
year 1975. Estimated expenditures for fis-
cal year 1976 total $44.7 million. (See
p. 3.)

Through fiscal year 1985 the Federal Avia-
tion Adminiscration plans to spend about
$25.5 billion to develop and operate an
upgraded air tratfic control system. Ac-
complishment of this plan is closely related
to how well the agency manages its 21 re-
search, engineering, and development pro-
grams. Planned expenditures for .hese pro-
grams amiount to about $890 million. (See
p. 4.)

Department of Transportation and Federal
Aviation Administration officials reviewed
a draft of this report. Agency officials
stated that the report was factual and ac-
curately reflected conditions at the three
activities.

NATIONAL AVIATION FACILITIES
EXPEkIMENTAL CENTER

This Center tests and evaluates aviation
concepts, procedures, and equipment. It
was heavily involved in 18 of the 21 civil
aviation programs in fiscal year 1975 and
spent $25.4 milliorn. (See p. 11.) The
Center had real property valued at
$48.3 million (see p. 15), equipment
valued at $63 million (see p. 15), and
1,760 employees. (See p. 29.)

For several years the Center has experi-
enced problems in meeting scheduled mile-
stones. It has taken action to curtail
in-house project delays but cannot control

'rear Sheet. Upon removal. the report
cover date should be noted hereon.i PSAD-75-146



problems caused by budget fluctuations and
contract approvals. (See p. 13.)

The Center's actual responsibility for test
and evaluation sometimes excluded one or
more of the functions of test planning,
performance, and reporting. (These func-
tions are sometimes performed by contrac-
tors or Government agencies.) Officials
agreed that the Center's test and evalua-
tion responsibility needed clarification.
This is being done now. (See p. 14.)

The Center plans to replace many World
War II era temporary buildings with a
complex of technical and administrative
buildings. They will cost about $45 mil-
lion. If approved, construction could
begin by January 1, 1977. (See p. 26.)

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS CENTER

This is a multimodal management and tech-
rology center; that is, it supports all
of Transportation's research and develop-
ment programs. The Center spent $46.5 mil-
lion in fiscal year 1)75 fur research and
development. Civil aviation received
E10.4 million for work in 8 of the 21 pro-
grams. (See p. 43.)

The Center had real property valued at
$23 million (see p. 46), equipment valued
at $25 million (see p. 47), and 660 em-
ployees, including 165 persons assigned to
civil aviation research and development
projects. (See p. 48.)

Civil aviation research and developmen:
funding has remained relatively constant.
since the Center was established in July
1970. As a percentage of total funding,
however, civil aviation research and de-
velopment has decreased from a high of
58 percent of total funding in fiscal
year 1971 tc a low of 22 percent in fis-
cal year 1975. The trend reflects in-
creased effort in support of other De-
partment of Transportation programs.
(See p. 42.)
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CIVIL AEROMEDICAL INSTITUTE

The Institute does medical research for the
Federal Aviation Administration's aviation
medicine program. Research and development
funding during fiscal year 1975 was $2.3 mil-
lion. (See p. 55.) The Institute had no
real propertyl it leased its facilities for
$423,000 each year. (See p. 59.) The In-
stitute had equipment worth $4 million (see
p. 60 ) and employed 20? people. (See p. 61.)

The Institute has had a relatively constant
level of appropriated funds during recent
years, and an increasing proportion of its
funds is being allocated to saldries and
related costs. (See p. 62.)

The Institute has a highly trained and ca-
pable research staff and facilities for
handling additional personnel and projects.
The Federal Air Surgeon stated that the
Institute could be more productive if its
staff and facilities were used by other De-
partment of Transportation administrations.
In a May 1975 Department study, it was rec-
ommended to the Secretary that

--the Institute become more responsive to
the biomedical research needs of the modal
administrations of the Department and

--all biomechanics work presently done by
the Occupant Restraiiit Division of the
National Highway Transportation Safety
Administration's Safety Research Labora-
tory be transferred to the Institute.
(See p. 60.)

In July 1976, GAO inquired about the status
of the recommendations contained in the study.
Department of Transporvation officials advised
GAO that the recommendations have been sub-
stantially adopted and that implementation
plans are underway.

GAO believes that these actions should result
in more efficient use of the Institute's pe--
sonnel and facilities.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

By letter dated June 25, 1975, the Chairman of the House
Committee on Science and Technology asked the General Account-
ing Office (GAO) to assist its Subcommittee on Aviation and
Transportation Research and Development in a review of the
Nation's civil aviation research and development (R&D) pro-
grams and facilities. The request was directed toward pro-
grams and facilities managed by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) and the Department of Transporta- t I+ 3b 
tion. Attached to the Chairman's letter was a work plan pre-
pared by the Subcommittee Chairman, Congressman Dale Milford.C f 
(See app. I for copy of letter and work plan.)

The Subcommittee's overall objectives were broadly di-
rected toward

--insuring that the United States retains its predominant
role in world aviation,

-- insuring that U.S. governmental agencies and private
industry are cooperating, and

--insuring that Federal expenditures for aeronautical
R&D and facilities are being spent effectively.

To comply with the Subcommittee's request, GAO initiated
two separate reviews.

--Review of the Nation's civil aviation R&D programs and
facilities.

--Review of the acquisition and utilization of wind tun-
nels.

The results of our review of the acquisition and utiliza-
tion of wind tunnels were forwarded to the Chairman under sep-
arate cover, as requested by the Subcommittee.

SCOPE OF REVIEW

Our review was performed at three Department of Trans- -a 
portation activities: the Transportation Systems Center ~- 
(TSC), Cambridge, Massachusetts; the National Aviation Facil-
ities Experimental Center (NAFEC), Atlantic City, New Jersey;
and the Civil Aeromedical Institute (CAMI), Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma. The latter two are under the direct control and
management of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).
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CHAPTER 2

CIVIL AVIATION R&D PROGRAMS

The major goals of the Federal Aviation Administration
civil aviation engineering and development programs, broadly
stated, are:

--Increase and improve performance.

--Maintain and improve safety.

--Constrain and reduce costs.

These goals were derived from a consideration of several fac-
tors, including forecasts of air traffic requirements, analy-
sis of aircraft accident reports, and trends in operation and
maintenance costs.

FAA has established specific objectives under each goal.
Areas of effort designed to achieve these objectives are
cateqcfized into 21 groupings or programs. Any one of the
programs may receive input from industry, other Government
agencies, or FAA.

The National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center,
the Transportation Systems CenteL, and the Civil Aeromedical
Institute provide direct support to FAA's engineering and
developmenit and safety programs. These activities spent
about $38 million in research and development funds during
fiscal year 19,5. Estimated R&D expenditures for 1976 total
$44.7 million.

NAFEC's primary mission is to test and evaluate avia-
tion concepts, procedures, and equipment. In 1975 NAFCC was
involved in 18 of the 21 FAA programs and R&D expenditures
totaled $25.4 million. Estimated R&D funding in 1976 is
$27.4 million with ir;olvement anticipated in 17 of tile FAA
programs.

TSC is a multimodal management and technology center
supporting all of Transportation's R&D programs; consequently,
its contributions to FAA programs are not as wide ranging as
NAFEC's. TSC's tutal R&D expenditure for 1975 was $46.',
million and for 1976 is estimated at $58.7 million. Civil
aviationl's share of 1975 expenditures was $10.4 million and,
for 1976 is expected to be about $15 million. TSC partici-
pated in eight of FAA's 21 programs.

CAM' conducts medical research for FAA. These efforts
are categorized under one FAA program--aviation medicine.

3 BE DOCUMENT AVAILABLE A



R&D funding for CAMT during 1975 was $2.3 million, and the
estimate for 1S76 is also $2.3 million.

A list of the 21 FAA programs fol".ows and shows whether
NAFEC, TSC, or CAMI performed any work in those program
areas during 1975.

FAA_ program NAFEC TSC CAMT

01 - System X
02 - Radar X
03 - ATC Radir Beacon System/Beacon X X
04 - Navigation X X
05 - Airborne Separation Assurance X X
06 - Communications X X
07 - Approach and Landing Systems X X
08 - Airports/Airside X X
09 - Airport/Landside
10 - Oceanic X
11 - ATC Systems Command Center Automation
12 - En Route Control X
13 - Fliqht Service Station X
14 - Tertainal Tower Control X
15 - Aviation Weather X
16 - Technology X X
17 - Catellito X X
18 - Aircraft Safety X
19 - Aviation Medicine X
20 - Environmental Protection X
21 -Support X

Note: Each program is described in appendix II.

Many engineering and development programs are aimed at
upgrading the third-generation air traffic control (ATC) sys-
tem.

Through fiscal year 1985 FAA plans to spend about $25.5
billion to develop anr operate an upgraded ATC system, includ-
ing navigation and associated systems, and an adequate system
of airports. Accomplishment is closely related to hew well FAA
manages Its 21 research, engineering, and development programs.
Planned expenditures for these programs are about $890 mil-
lion. About $564 million of the development effort is planned
for the "Upgrade6 Third Generation Air Traffic Control Sys-
tem," which includes major system acquisitions designed to im-
prove the ATC safety, cost, and capacity in the 1980s and 1990s.

The detailed results of our review at NAFEC, TSC, and
CAMI are contained in chapters 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

nOCUM UENT AVAILABLE 
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CHAPTER 3

NATIONAL AVIA£ION

FACILITIES EXPERIMENTAL CENTER

BACKGROUND

In 1957 President Eisenhower recognized the serious
aviation facilities problem confronting the Nation as a re-
sult of the rapid technical advances inaviation and the re-
markable growth in the use of air transportation. In May of
that year, a published report on a study of this problem
stated:

"An independent Federal Aviation Agency should be
established into which are consolidated all the
essential management functions necessary to sup-
port the common needs of the military and civil
aviation of the United States."

Th. i:-r:crt suggested that the time necessary to imple-
ment the new permanent organizaticn might be as long as 2 or
3 years. The urgent need to modernize the airways prompted
a further recommendation for an interim plan that included
the creation of an Airway! Modernization Board to begin mod-
ernizing the national system of aviation facilities pending
longer range action. One of the interim agency's responsi-
bilities was to establish "a national experimental activity
* * * a joint experimental facility" geareu to requirements
for extensive systems experimentation.

In July 1957 President Eisenhower appointed a Special
Assistant for Aviation Affairs and directed him to insure
implementation of the recommended action. The Congress
quickly approved the Airways Modernization Act (Public Law
85-133) establishing the Airways Modernization Board.

By April 1958 the board had selected a 5,000-acre site
at the Atlantic City Naval Air Station for the experinental
research and development center. This site, designated the
National Aviation Facilities Experimental Centur, was chosen
on the basis of the following considerations.

--Availability of free airspace over the Atlantic Ocean
and the high-density air traffic in the New York, Phil-
adelphia, and Washington corridor.

--The proximity of McGuire Air Force Base.

BEST DOCUMENT AVAIIBLE
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--Weather patterns variable enough to provide all con-
ditions.

--Availability of a facility with buildings, hangars,
and runways that could be occupied and used imm.di-
ately.

Officially commissioned in August 1958, NAFEC was ab-
sorbed into the newly established Federal Aviation Agency, 1/
along with the rest of the Airways Modernization Board and
the Civil Aeronautics Administration. At present, the ex-
perimental center includes a modern airfield with standard
and developmental installations; a fleet of aircraft; range
instrumentation, navigation, and electronic test-bed facili-
ties; air traffic control laboratories and simulators; a
variety of computers; and other special- and general-purpose
facilities. The 184 buildings and structures at NAFEC com-
prise about 1 million square feet of floor space. Most of
the buildings were originally designed for temporary use.
However, 13 permanent buildings housing aircraft safety test
facilities have been contructed since NAFEC operations began,
as w.ll as a modern aircraft hangar, fire/crash rescue sta-
tion, and central utilities plant. Plans are under way to
modernize the aircraft fleet and to provide new buildings
for laboratories and administrative support offices. (Sce
p. 26.)

MISSION AND ORGANIZATION

NAFEC's mission is to:

--Operate and administer a national test center provid-
ing laboratories, facilities, skills, and services
responsive to the FAA R&D programs.

--Conduct technical and operational test and evaluation
of aviation concepts, procedures, and equipment.

--As requested by the appropriate developmental office
or service, assist in research, development, and im-
pleme.itation of aviation concepts, procedures, soft-
ware, and equipment.

--Perform other program and support functions as as-
signed.

When established in 1958, the Center's mission was "to
advelop, modify, test, and evaluate systems, procedures,

1/Presently the Federal Aviation Administration.
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facilities, and devices to meet the needs for safe and effi-
cient air traffic control of all civil atnd military aviation."
Early in its development, NAFEC promoted military and con-
tractor participation in its activities anid tried to foster
industry development in the aviation field through demonstra-
tion, as well as evaluation, of new concepts. However, mili-
tary participation declined, and contractors were content to
rely on the Government for conducting tests at the facility.
The work became more limited in scope as specific test and
evaluation requirements were generated by the developmental
organizations in Washington.

Despite numerous organizational changes affecting NAFEC's
internal structure and its role within FAA, its primary mis-
sion since inception has been to test and evaluate aviation
concepts, procedures, and equipment. FPA headquarters ele-
ments are responsible for overall R&D management, including
determination of test and evaluation requirements. The rela-
tioniship between NAFEC and other FAA elements, and the proce-
dures for planning, funding, and accomplishing work have not
chaiiged greatly.

FAA HEADQUARTERS ENGINEERING AND DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION

ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
FOR ENGINEERING AND DEVELOPMENT i

OFFICE OF SYSTEMS
ENGINEER!NC: MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS RESEARCH NATIONAL AVIATION FACILITIES
AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICE EXPERIMENTAL CENTER

Although NAFEC has undergone several internal realine-
arents, especially during its first 8 years, its organization
has been stable since 1972. As a result of a study of the
NAFEC mission by FAA's Office of Management Systems (OMS),
the Center's technical divisions were realined and an engi-
neering management staff was created in March 1972 to im-
prove technical achievement.

7 DOCU ENT AVAILABLE
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ORGAN;ZATIONAL ST RUCTUJIA AND FULL.TIME PERSONNEL DISTRIBUTION
AT NAFEC AS OF OCTOBER 1,. 1975

DIIDICcSl

(85) 
.

(98)

DIffY IIIUI _ I

SC:1jRI c PU'I*IC t7I(L

|reUcTIoE
$TT OFFICEIR lP

DVO DIVISION DIVISION | | I NI D I sA1'z1TI

--manages the functions assignred by the Administrator

and insuresip mission accthe responsibimplities and functions of
mao--dirrects aassigned programs and activities, insllouringws.

Underthat each rexeceutives proper emphasis and conformciate Admin-t
istrator for Evailingineer policies, standards, procedures, and priori-of the

Director - --- :

--maintainges the funcla tionships asswith other offices on misatters
and insures mission accomplishment;

related to NAFEC plans, programs, and services; and

--within the scope of delegated authority, represents
the agency in dealings with public and private re-
presentatives on matters concerning NAFEC.
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The Engineering Management Staff serves as the prin-
cipal- ngineering adviser to the director and provides engi-
neering consultation to project managers and supporting ac-
tivities in the interest of technical achievement. This staff
also

--develops long- and mid-range technical and program
planning and oversees the execution of NAFEC plans
and programs;

--schedules and uses resources in accordance with ap-
proved plans, projects, and programs; and

--reviews programs and project planning, execution, and
accomplishment in both managerial and technical terms,
establishes tolerances, and standards of operation and
accomplishment, and arranges or recommends corrective
action.

The Air Traffic Systems Division investigates, tests,
and evaluates the concepts, technies stechniqu, equipment, procedures,
and systems within the areas of primary and secondary radar
surveillance and ATC to determine suitability for implementa-
tion. The division also performs other functions, as as-.
signed, in support of agency research, development, and field
implementation programs.

The Simulation and Analysis Division conducts projects
to investigate, test, and evaluate aviation concepts, proce-
dures, and equipment in analytical and simulated environments
to determine technical and operational performance suitabil-
ity for development. It also serves as the focal point for
the agency on matters pertaining to the development -:nd im-
plementation of simulation facilities and procedures.

The Communications and Guidance Division conducts tech-
nical program activities to investigate, test, and evaluate
aviation concepts, procedures, and equipment for voice and
special communications, data transfer, and aircraft naviga-
tion and guidance. The division is also responsible for
other functions, as assigned, in support of agency research,
development, and field implementation programs.

The Aircraft and Airports Safety Division conducts tech-
nical program activities to investigate, test, and evaluate
aviation concepts, procedures, and equipment for aircraft
structures, engines, instruments, propulsion methods, flight
sciences, cockpit environments, aircraft safety, flight sim-
ulation, airport ligating and visual guidance, airport
weather, safety and capacity of runways and 'axiways, and
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other functions as assigned to support agency research, de-
velopment, and field implementation programs.

The Supporting Services Division manages and provides
supporting services oTr plant operation, assigned automatic
data processing and technical support facilities, communica-
tions, space, and mail service. It also performs planning,
engineering, architecture, construction, preparation, and
maintenance functions.

The Aviation Facilities Division manages the research
and development aircraft assigned o--NAFEC and performs
associated planning, engineering, operation, maintenance,
inspection, and related services in support of technical proj-
ects. The division also maintains NAFEC-based flight inspec-
tion aircraft; manages the NAFEC ai;port; provides firefight-
ing, crash and rescue, and fire ar.' police communications.
It also develops and coordinates emergency operations plans
and performs other functions as assigned.

FUNDING

NAFEC's funding is categorized by the following appro-
priations:

Fiscal year
·Apropriations 1975 19--76

(003 omitted)

Operations $20,629 $23,617
Research, engineering, and aevelopment 17,275 17,498
Facilities--Engineering and development 3,797 1,608
Facilities and equipment 4,192 2,618
Facilities--Capital improvements 5,160 5,836

$51,053 a/$51,177

a/Includes preli:ninary planning amounts for contractors' ef-
forts subject to fluctuations in program budgets and pri-
orities.

As shown above, the largest funding is from the opera-
tions appropriation which includes NAFEC operating costs.
Included in such costs are base and airfield maintenance, ad-
ministration, logistics, medical, and field support functions.
The operations appropriation for general base support totaled
$8.5 million and $11.5 million for fiscal years 1975 and
1976, respectively. Tne balance of the operations appropria-
tion is applied to the tenant organizations. The roles of

10j
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tenant organizations assigned to Washington headquarters but
located at NAF6C for administrative support are described on,
page 38.

NAFEC's technical effort is funded by the ref.ining ap-
propriations. A cost accounting system tracks these techni-
cal program costs, but it does not include the "Facilities--
Capital Improve:nents" appropriation, nor does it allocate the
related operating costs to the technical piograms. It was
recognized at the time the cost system was set up that this
allocation could be done, but it was considered of question-
able benefit.

FAA's accounting system principles and standards have
been approved by GAO, which plans to approve the accounting
system design by fiscal year 1977.

TECHNICAL PROGRAM

NAFEC's technical program covers its mission responsi-
bilities for

--technical and operational testing and evaluating of
aviation concepts, procedures, and equipment and

--assisting, as requested by the appropriate FAA devel-
mental office or service, ir. R&D.

The engineering management staff estimates that about
65 percent of NAFEC's technical programi in fiscal years 1975
and 1976 is devoted to the test and evaluation mission while
the remaining 35 percent pertains to R&D. The effort, which
involves NAFEC funding of about $25.4 million for fiscal year
1975 and $27.4 million Lor 1976, is principally applied to
several generations of the ATC system.

The proportions of technical program effort are changing.

Fiscal year
Technical program category 1974 1975 1976

Field support 30% 20% 20%
Third-generation implementation 45 10 5
Upgraded third-generation development, 10 35 4.
Continu. ng engineering for safety, etc. 15 35 35

These changes are due mostly to (1) a decreasing need for
NAFEC'S sustaining engineering of ATC systems already fielded
and engineering associated with implementing the third-
generation system and (2) an increasing need for engineering

11 BEST DoCUM*
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to support development of the upgraded third-generation ATC
sy'.em and for engineering related to aircraft safety,
weather, and environment.

NAFEC officials told us that upgrading the third-
generation ATC system will take on increasing importance
over the next few years. FAA estimates that thi.s development
program, which started in fiscal year 1971, will cost
$657 million through fiscal year 1983.

Pr og r am review

The technical program is carried out in response to
product/service and schedule requirements in program area
agreements (PAAs). Those yearly agreements form "contracts"
between NAFEC and the headquarters activities that sponsor
FAA's engineering and development work. PAA managers control
the agreements which are related to major FAA programs and
subdivisions of these programs. Those programs involving
NAFEC in 1975 and 1976 are identified dnd discussed in ap-
pendix III along with our reviews of selected PAAs. The
PAAs selected represent more than 25 percent of the NAFEC
tecl;nical proaram.

The following table shows NAFEC personnel and funding
distribution among the 21 FAA programs for fiscal years 1975
and 1976.

r!c1ri1-¥er -970 -. .i. . rlscal year 1976

-- :- p .- [f: -n- " -'- ~ri- ---- er- - oa- -…---- -
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Overall results of PAA reviews

The work involved in the PAAs we reviewed is directly
related to NAFEC's assigned development, test, and evaluation
mission. The projects were selected on the basis of FAA and
NAFEC priority assignments with additional consideration
given to those efforts deemed most impoL:ant by NAFEC's engi-
neering management staff in terms of both NAFEC and FAA engi-
neering and development goals. The significance of the PAAs
reviewed in relation to NAFEC's overall role in the 21 engi-
neering and development program areas is shown in the follow-
ing table.

Fiscal vear
i975 1976

PAAs:
Total number (note a) 46 41
Portion reviewed 12 12
Percent 26 29

Funding (thousands):
Total in-house $20,111 $21,724
Portion in PAAs reviewed $ 7,107 $ 7,996
Percent 35 37
Total contracted $ 5,267 $ 5,698
Portion in PAAs reviewed $ 1,358 $ 1,887
Percent 26 33

In-house staff-years:
Total 029 851
Portion in PAAs reviewed 292 274
Percent 35 32

a/For 1975, this represents the number of PAAs with cost ac-
counting Lyctem charges. For 1976, this represents the
number of active PAAs as of November 1975.

Schedule performance

In its 1971 study (see p. 7), OMS found a l-ck of time-
liness in meeting schedules and generally attributed the
problems to a need for improved management both by NAFEC and
by FAA headquarters. While we did not concentrate on eval-
uating management, schedule performance problems were noted
in the programs reviewed. Overall, slippage averaging about
7 months has occurred or is anticipated in 138 of 192 (72 per-
cent) of NA'EC's milestones for planning, performance, and
reporting of its technical effort under the PAAs reviewed.
Individually, the slippages ranged for 1 to 25 months. The
specific causes of project delay included
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--difficulty in contracting and in the delivery of equip-
ment or the performance of delivered equipment,

--staff reassignment, retirement, or sickness of key per-
sonnel,

--untimely processing of technical reports,

--scheduling conflicts for facilities and equipment sup-
port oi .ieed for improved facilities, and

--difficulty with the NAFEC/headquarters relationship in
such areas as funding, methodology, and objectives.

While NAFEC's engineering management staff recognizes
that there are problems with schedule accomplishment, they
believe that things have improved since the 1971 OMS study.
Furthermore, they told us that problems related to staff, re-
ports processing, and facilities are controllable and present
opportunities for management to improve schedule performance.
Action was taken in December 1975 to increase the staff re-
sponsible for reports processing, and Center officials told
us they intend to take action in the other controllable areas.
However, problems caused by budget fluctuations and contract
approvals are not controllable by NAFEC.

Test and evaluation responsibility

In our-review of the PAAs, we found that NAFEC's actual
responsibility for test and evaluation sometimes excludes one
or more of the functions of test planning, performance, and
reporting as these may be done in part by contractors or other
agencies on a case-by-case basis.

Since NAFEC's chartered mission seems to infer broader
responsibilities, i.e., to provide a national test center for
technical and operational test and evaluation, we discussed
this matter with the director and the acting chief of his
engineering management staff. They agreed there was a need
to enhance NAFEC's test and evaluation responsibility, and
the director told us that subsequent meetings have been held
with the FAA's Associate Administrator for Engineering and
Development, the Systems Research and Development Service,
and the Transportation Systems Center to clarify and enhance
NAFEC's test and evaluation responsibility.

FACILITIES

NAFEC's facilities cover a range of services and capa-
bilities in support of test and evaluation activities. The
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center is equipped with a fully instrumented airfield; range
instrumentation, radar surveillance; navigation and electronic
test-bed facilities; air traffic control laboratories which
include both standard and experimental equipment; flight and
ATC simulators; computers; a fleet of aircraft; and a variety
of other special- and general-purpose facilities.

The capitalized value of real property, based on Navy
transfer costs when NAFEC was established and subsequent costs
of improvements and additions, is shown below.

Real property June 30, 1974 June 30, 1975

(millions)

Land $ 2.9 $ 2.9
Buildings 24.4 25.9
Other structures/systems 19.1 19.1

Total $46.4 $48.3

Some of [lAFEC's real property is considered obsolete with
limited market value.

The capitalized value of equipment at NAFEC, based on
ccs, is shown below.

June 30, 1974 June 30, 1975

(millions)

Administrative $ 3.4 $ 3.4
Developmental 45.8 47.9
Other 8.6 11.7

Total $57.8 $63.0

These figures do not include an additional $7.3 million in
research and development aircraft 'owned" by FAA that are
based at NAFEC, nor do they include eastern region commis-
sioned facilities 1/ on the base and used by NAFEC. In
addition, some equipment at NAFEC is being stored for future
project use. The tot6l value of -his "reserve" equipment
as of October 31, 1975, was $2.5 million.

1/A commissioned facility provides a service com!mon to civil,
commercial, and military air traffic, and is operated to
the same standard and tolerance as any identical facility
found in the continental United States.

15
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Functions and capabilities of
NAFEC's technical facilities

NAWiC's technical facilities are grouped into 10 general
functional areas,

1. Aircraft facilities
2. Airfield facilities
3. Range instrumentation and measurement facilities
4. Simulation facilities
5. Surveillance radar facilities
6. Communications and navigation facilities
7. ATC systems laboratory
8. Data processing facilities
9. Aircraft safety facilities

10. Laboratory service facilities

Following are descriptions of these facilities, their
use, and plans to improve them.

Aircraft facilities

These facilities provide aircraft and various services
for project support and for general use. The facilities in-
clude a flight operations organization to operate aircraft,
an aviation engineering organization to cesign modifications
to aircraft, and a maintenance and modification facility to
maintain the aircraft and install equipment and modifications.

Six aircraft are assigned to NAF:C for use in support of
project requirements. The fleet consists of an Aero Commander
680E, a Convair 580, a Convair 880, a Douglas DC-611, and two
Grumman Gulfstream aircraft. All aircraft are configured for
R&D.

The estimated value of the aviation facilities as of
June 30, 1975, was:

Aircraft $ 7,328,000
Hangar and office building 2,468,000
Support equipment 1,695,000

$11,491,000

The fleet is used to support a wide variety of programs
at NAFEC. Some of the aircraft and their uses are described
below.
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The Aero Commander 680E is considered as representative
of the generai aviation commm unity. It is currently used in
evaluating area navigation (RNAV) systems. In the near fu-
ture, it will be used in the windshear program and to test
a low-cost microwave landing system (MLS).

The ConaiJr 580 is used for general-purpose flight sup-
port for navigat-ion improvement projects. It also supports
an Airborne Beacon Interference Locator project and the Mi-
nimum Safe Altitude Warning program. Plans are to use the
Convair 580 for the Discrete Address Beacon System program.

The Convair R0 is used in terminal and landing systems
projects. It has as1o been used in Support of wake vortex,
and ATC Radar Beacon System programs. Planned program ap-
plications include RNAV and MLS, as well as continued support
in the areas mentioned.

The Douglas DC-6B is used for the MLS program. It also
supports tre collision avoidance and other very low frequency
navigation efforts.

The two Grumman G-l59 aircraft are used-in general sup-
port Fo projects involv-g landing systems, RNAV, collision
avoidance systems, and hTC Radar Beacon System improvement
programs.

Aircraft utilization

Analysis of project utilization data for fiscal years
1974 and.1975 showed 'hat for Loth years NAFEC-assigned air-
craft were used about 45 percent of available aircraft hours
(net of maintenance hours). This rate is comparable to the
findings of the 1971 OMS study in which it was found that the
annual use of NAFEC aircraft for projects was between 40 per-
cent and 60 percent.

Fiscal year 1974 Piscal year 1975
Uours not Percent hours not Percent

Inservice scheduled of hours Inservice scheduled of hours
hours for proj- not sched- hours for proj- not schd-
(note a) ect use ¥led (note a) ect use uled

h.ero Commaider ',639 1,257 76.7 1,661 693 41.7
Convair 580 1,783 924 .51.6 1,240 768 61.9
Convair 880 1,498 290 19.3 781 413 52.9
Douglas DC-68 1.478 657 44.4 1,485 896 60.3
Grumman G-159 (N-31G) 1,172 583 49.7 1,520 713 46.9
Grumman G-159 (N-377) 1,id3 1,093 73.7 1,322 649 49.1
Twin Otter 242 167 68.9 - -
Air Force C-118 1,156 646 55.9 - - -

10 ,451 5 617 53.7 8;009 4,132 51.6

Hours charged to projects 4,843(46.3%) 3,470(43.31)

a/Total hours available net of maintenance.
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We have drawn no conclusions on the reasonableness of
NAFEC's use of aircraft since this would require analysis of
project requirements, scheduling practices, and aircraft ca-
pabilities.

Planned change to aircraft fleet

Most iAFEC aircraft have reciprocating or turboprop en-
gines. Only the Convair 880 is a pure jet, and it is con-
sidered oosolete by NAFEC. Because of questions concerning
the capability of the fleet to support projects for develop-
ment, test, and evaluation of the upgraded third-generation
system and to adequately represent current air carrier and
gene::al aviation aircraft in 1973, NAFEC contracted with
Booz-Allen Applied Research, Inc., to study the Center's
10-year needs. The contractor concluded that program needs
through 1983 could not be met in any substantial manner by
the present fleet and recommended the purchase of four jet
aircraft, retention of one of the existing aircraft, and dis-
posal of five aircraft. Based on this study, NAFEC planned
to purcnase the following aircraft.

1976: Shrt-,.aul. jet {DC-9, Boeing 737) $4.5 million
1977: Medium jet (Boeing 727) 4.9 million

Business jet (Sabreliner) 2.7 million
1579: Business jet (Sabreliner) 2.7 million

The existing fleet would be phased out concurrently, ex-
cept for the Convair 580. We were later told that procurement
of the short-haul jet had been deferred until fiscal year 1977
ana that, if the price is advantageous, NAFEC may buy the me-
dium jet oefore the short-haul jet.

Airfield facilities

NAFEC's airfield provides both an operational airport
and a test-bed facility for engineering and development
?rojects and experimental lighting projects.

The airport consists of three runways ano a network of
connecting taxiways and ramps as follows.

--A main runway 10,000 feet long and 200 feet wide which
is equipped with an instrument landing system and ap-
proach lights.

--An instrument runway 6,100 feet long and 150 feet wide.

--A runway 5,000 feet long.
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As of June 30, 1975, the capitalized value of the air-
field was $8.9 million and no improvements were planned. The
only facility improvement underway is completion of an air-
field wiring replacement program.

Range instrumentation and
measurement facitlt-es

These facilities obtain space-position-time data on test
aircraft and provide an environment for testing and evaluat-
ing new navigation systems, procedures, or.equipment.

The range instrumentation facilities include (1) a photo-
theodolite system to provide accurate space-position-time data
for flight testing of aircraft landing systems, (2) an
extended-area instrumentation radar which tracks aircraft up
to 200 miles from the center, and (3) a range control central
facility which employs a special-purpose digital computer to
integrate and synchronize range instrumentation data.

The value of NAFEC's range instrumentation and measure-
ment facilities is estimated at $2.3 million, including the
buildings in which they are housed.

The range instrumentation facilities are being used on
a broad scope of programs. The branch chief responsible for
operating the facilities characterized the use of the photo-
theodolite system, extended-area instrumentation radar, and
range control central facility as high.

Two additions are planned to the range instrumentation
facilities. The first is two mobile, laser/radar trackers
to provide precision tracking of aircraft during approach
and landing under all weather conditions and at sites other
than NAFEC. These trackers will be used for the All Weather
Landing Program and for MLS. The systems were to be deliv-
ered in April 1976 and were expected to cost about $727,000.
The second addition is a long-range radar to enable tracking
more than one aircraft at extended ranges. This capability
is required for the intermittent positive control program and
to test collision avoidance and RNAV systems. To meet this
requiremunvt, two Army Nike/Hercules tracking radars are being
converted to instrumentation radars by the Navy and will be
delivered to NAFEC. The conversion will cost about $1.1 mil-
lion.

Simulation facilities

These facilities are capable of simulating, in a con-
trollec laboratory environment, a variety of situations, such
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as control of air traffic for en route and terminal areas,
evaluation of flight procedures, and evaluation of various
ATC equipment systems and components. The facilities are
used both to guide developmental activities and to test and
evaluate concepts, procedures, and hardware.

The principal facility of this group is the Digital
Simulation Facility which can simulate a large-scale air
traffic situation. This has a design capacity to simulate
300 controlled aircraft, 12 radar surveillance inputs, and
24 air traffic controller positions. It is composed of com-
puters that power the facility, a pilot display, and a
controller display system. Aircraft flight plans are in-
setted into the computer which "flies" the aircraft and
modifies the flight plan as requested by controllers.

A second simulation capability is provided by the
Cockpit Simulation Facility, which consists of two general
aviation trainers or flight simulators. This offers a dual
testing capability allowing evaluation of cockpit instrumenta-
tion and pilot reaction to various test conditions.

The third maJor simulation capability is the Controller/
Computer Interface Laboratory which enables the investigation
of probiems, processes, and possibilitien n linking the air
traffic controller and the computer to ccr.trol air traffic.
Tnis effort primarily involves the development and evaluation
of data and display techniques from the human factors and
human engineering viewpoints.

The estimated equipment value of the Digital Simulation
Facility is 72.3 million and the building in which it is
located is valued at $1.2 millio;n. The Cockpit Simulation
Facility is valued at about $600,UO0.

A variety of projects are currently using the Digital
Simulation Facility and the Cockpit Simulation Facility, in-
cluding the ATC Radar Beacon System and Intermittent Positive
Control programs; RNAV, Collision Avoidance Systems and Vis-
ual Collision Prever.tion. The Controller/Computer Interface
Laboratory is being used for the Modernized Flight Service
Station Design Evaluation and ATC Terminal Area Experimental
programs, as well as for data entry and display technology
and controller performance measures.

NAFEC's cost accounting system generates usage ddta for
computer and pilot/controller display components of the Digi-
tdl Simulation Facility and for the Cockpit Simulation Facil-
ity. Comparison of the number of hours charged to projects
during fiscal year 1975 to the practical capacity is shown
on the following page. A 
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Sigma 5 computer 94.9%
Sigma 8 computer 83.6
Pilot display 18.1
Controller display 17.9
Cockpit Simulation Facility 111.1

Several improvements are planned to the simulation fa-
cilities over the next 5 years. The Digital Simulation Fa-
cility will be modified to allow small problems to be run
without gearing ulp the entire facility, adding memory and
processing capability, and replacing existing controller dis-
plays as they complete their useful life. These improvements
are estimated to cost $1 million. NAFEC plans to improve the
Cockpit Simulation Facility by adding a visual system, es-
timated to cost about $400,000, to support various programs
including All Weather Landing, Visual Guidance, and Airport
Lighting. Also, procurement of a twin-jet cockpit simulator
is contemplated to permit simulation of the parameters and
variables of jet aircraft cockpit installations for the In-
termittent Positive Control program,: and for RNAV. NAFEC
estimates this procurement will cost about $650,000.

Surveillance radar facilities

These facilities provide information concerning the loca-
tion and movement of aircraft at and around NAFEC and also
provide test-bed environments in which radar systems, equip-
ment, and components can be subjected to development testing,
evaluation, and experimentation. Data from the surveillance
radars and the simulation facilities can be combined to in-
tegrate live and simulated air traffic tareots to provide
both a realistic and controllable environment for the investi-
gation of ATC concepts and procedures.

There are three surveillance radar facilities: one
each for terminal and en route automation/surveillance test-
ing and a terminal radar/beacon test facility. They provide
test beds for proposed modifications, procedure changes, and
reso.ution of field problems to upgrade and improve field
installations. In addition, these facilities provide signals
for other projects.

The estimated value of-the three surveillance radar fa-
cilities, including the buildings in which thoy are housed,
is about $2.5 million. The facilities have been used to sup-
port the ATC Radar Beacon System Improvement program and the
En route and Terminal Automation programs. In the future
they are to be used for the Discrete Address Beoacon System
program.

B1ST DC 0 AVAILABLE
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The branch manager responsible for operating these fa-
cilities told us that, while occasionally the en route facil-
ity is not fully used, the terminal facilities are and will
be further used when NAFEC begins work on the Discrete Ad-
dress Beacon System program.

An improvement planned for NAFEC's surveillance radar
facilities is the replacement of an ASR 5 terminal radar
with a newer type ASR 8 that the FAA is installing in the
field. The unit at NAFEC will be used as a test bed for the
Discrete Address Beacon System program and is expected to
cost $400,000.

Communication and navigation facilities

NAFEC has a variety of experimental test beds represen-
tative of FAA operating facilities including instrument land-
ing systems, navigation facilities, and communication faci-
lities.

Generally, the navigation facilities allow ins.ervic-e
improvements to be made and evaluated in a controlled en-
virona.ent Lefore introducing a change to any field operating
facility.

Tne communications facility supports NAFEC project ac-
tivity by giving two-way radio capability between test-
flight aircraft and ground facilities.

The estimated value of the communications and navigation
facilities, including buildings, is about $1.4 million. The
navigation facility is used on a continuing project, and the
communications facility is used in a general support role.
NAFEC's cost accounting system does not generate usage data
for these facilities; however, the branch manager responsiule.
for operdting the navigation facilities stated that they are
not fully used and additional project work could be scheduled.

No new general-purpose communication or navigation fa-
cilities are planned for NAFEC--only modernization and main-
tenance of the present systems.

ATC systems laboratory

This laboratory provides capabilities for testing and
evaluating new systems, items of equipment, and procedures
in a total system environment. It is comprised of four in-
davidual facilities; the Terminal Automation Test Facility,
tie Terminal Systems Support Facility, the En route System
Support Facility, and the ATC Communication Facility.
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The Terminal Automation Test Facility is located in the
former Atlantic City airport terminal building which is leased
from the city. It provides a test bed used to support terminal
and tower engineering and development. The facility is
equi[bped with experimental and developmental Automated Radar
Termlial System (ARTS) equipment.

The Terminal Systems Support Facility is comprised of an
ARTS III configuration similar to the systems in use at 60
terminals across the United States. This provides the capa-
bility to support field sites in software problem resolution,
modernization, and acceptance testing and in development and
testing of hardware modifications.

The En route System Support Facility was established for
test and development activities which could not be accomp-
lished at an operational site without disrupting day-to-day
ATC operations. It includes computers, an en route display
laboratory, and other facilities for conducting real-time
ATC tests. The facility is used by contractor and Government
personnel engaged in National Airspace System activities.
Contractor personnel ise the facility to develop and test
operational computer programs, as well as in system design
and improvement. FAA personnel use the facility for conduct-
ing tests and for development, production, and maintenance
of engineering avn data reduction and analysis programs. The
facility also acts as a quality control vehicle for equipment
engineering changes and supports operational computer pro-
gram testing conducted by the FAA's Air Traffic Service.

The ATC Communication Facility provides communication
support for the ATC Systems Laboratory and the Center's sim-
ulation facilities. The equipment in the ATC Communications
Facility is leased.

The estimated value of the ATC Systems Laboratory faci-
lities is:

(million)

Terminal Automation Test Facility $ 4.7
Terminal Systems Support Facility 1.4
En route System Support Facility 27.3
Other .3

$33.7

In addition, the estimated value of the leased communication
equipment is $8 million.
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The en route support facility is operated 6 days a week,
3 snifts a d&y. NAFEC plans to use it 7 days a week when
full-scale testing of the Upgraded Tnird Generation ATC Sys-
tein begins. The terminal support facility operates 5 dpys a
week, 3 shifts a day so that there is capacity available for
additional project use on weekends. The terminal automation
facility is operating 7 days a week, 3 shifts a day.

The en route support facility is used for programs in
FAA's Beacon (Area 0?) and En route Control (Area 12) pro-
gram areas, as well as in support of programs conducted by
the Air Traffic and Airway facilities organization located
at NAFEC. The terminal support facility is used for these
programs and, in addition, supports the FAA's ?erminal/Tower
Cointrol program. The Terminal Automation Facility supports
FAA's termninal/tower control and radar/beacon programs.

Two additions are planned to NAFEC's ATC Systems La-
ooratory. The first is an expansion of the er. route facil-
ity computer systems to meet anticipated program requirements
at an estimated cost of $2.5 million. An addition to the
ternlnal automation facility estimated to cost $360,000 is
..nr... t.o ....t the seeds of tire Terminal/Tower Control pro-

gram.

Data Erocessing facilities

The data processing facilities are used to support a
variety of projects in almost every technical program area,
as iwell as for administrative applications. The facility is
built around an IBM 7090 computer and uses an IBM 1401 com-
puter as an input-output device. 1/ The facility is also
equipped with a data plotter, higH Fpeed printers and
punched-card equipment.

NAFEC cost accounting records show that in fiscal year
1975 aboipt"~ percent--of the capacity of the 1401/7090 com-
puters was actUilly charged to projects. This rate is com-
oaraole to the usage levels fourind by OMS in their 1971 study
of NAFEC's operations.

1/There are a total of 66 computers at NAFEC, ranging from
-ninicomputcrs to large general-purpose equipment. How-
ever, all except the 1401/7090 are "dedicated" to special
purposes and are part of other facility groupings. For
example, NAFEC has about 11 I3M 9020 computers which are
used to drive the ATC Systems Laboratory and therefore are
not considered part of the data processing facilities.
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NAFEC is acquiring a new computer to replace the 7090
model, whicn is considered obsolete. The procurement has
been approved by the Office of the Secretary of Transporta-
tion and funded at $2 million. As of October 1975, NAFEC
was preparing to evaluate six contractor proposals. De-
livery is expected in November 1976.

Aircraft safety facilities

These facilities provide an environment for test and
evaluation of aircraft conmponents, structural equipment,
and materials to provide data for improving the safety of
aircraft.

Thirteen buildings house the facilities which include
a wind tunnel type fire test cell, two large engine test
cells, a catapult and track for rapid decelerations or
impact tests, a 50-foot drop tower, a compressed-air gun,
cells for fire testing components and equipment, and a
crash/fire test facility to simulate crash conditions. All
facilities are instrumented and in ,peration, and their
estimated value is about $3.3 million.

The.aircraft safety facilities are used primarily in
support of programs in the FAA's Aircraft Safety, Environ-
mental Protection and Airport/Airside Safety pro-
gram areas. No utilization data is maintained on thiese
facilities.

Several improvements are planned. The most costly in-
volves construction of a full-scale indoor fire test labora-
tory in fiscal year 1977 large enough to house a wide-body
fuselage for testing in a completely controlled environment.
NAFEC estimates the cost to construct this facility at
$495,000. Another planned major improvement involves con-
struction of an additional catapult facility for dynamic test-
ing of various structures and equipment subject to being
struck Dy aircraft. NAFEC may acquire th.e catapult on a
loan basis from the Marine Corps or as a transfer from the
Navy. Aircraft Safety Division officials told us that this
additional catapult is necessary to test heavier vehicles
at faster speeds to meet requirements in FAA's Airworthiness
and Crash Safety progr,~i. The anticipated cost is $450,000.
NAFEC also plans to add noise suppression measures to its
engine test cell facility to comply with State noise pollu-
tion standards. The anticipated cost is $228,000.

Agency officials informed us that the catapult facility
and the noise suppression modification will not be funded ir.
fiscal year 1977.
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Laboratory service facilities

NAFgC has a variety of specialized service facilities
which support project wor4--a video tape capability, cali-
oration services, photographic, printing and graprics serv-
ices, and a fabrication shop.

Correlation of NAFEC facilities
Eli p cab-e FAA pro ams

The previously described facility groupings were used
with the FAA engineering and development programs (01, 02,
etc.) during 1975 as follows.

NAFEC PAA engineoerr. and development program
facilities 01 02 3 04 O5 06 12 -'4 IS 16 IT 2--T

Aircraft XXX X X X X X X X X x X
Alrtield X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Range inotrumentation/

meaaurement X X X X X X X X X
Simulation X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Surveillance radar X X X X X
Communications/navigation X X X X X X X X X X X X
ATC oystemn laboratory X X X
Data proceoaing X x x x X X X X X X X X X X X
Aircraft cafety X X X
Laboratory service

All program areas as required.

Facilities improvement program

-NAFEC and FAA plan to replace many of the World War II
era temporary buildings at NAFEC with new technical and ad-
ministrative buildings. The estimated cost is about $45 mil-
lion .

Background

The building plan, or facilities imp-ovement program,
dates back to September 1961 when a master plan for the re-
placement of the existing temporary facilities at NAFEC was
prepared by an architectural firm and recommendations were
made to the FAA Administrator that construction be undertaken
immediately. The master plan envisioned a time-phased program
for replacing the existing buildings at NAFEC. These phases
were:
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Phase I, the Fljht Oerations Complex, provided for a
new airc-ra-t FTiqngar an- operFaton- o u ln-ig, fire/crash
station, and central utilities plant to replace five of the
most deteriorated buildings and was completed in 1968 at a
cost of $12 million.

Phase II, the Technical and Administrative Complex,
proviied o r new techiilcal laboratories, engineering offices,
staff functions, and administrative support facilities to
replace 34 buildings. Effort has not been started on this
phase which is the subject of the current building program.

Phase III, the Industrial Complex, provided for new ware-
housing anii materia- support acilities and for automotive cand
buildings and grounds maintenance shops. It would replace 3U
buildings and structures. No action has been taken on this
phase.

Since 1968 several attempts have been made to start con-
struction on the three technical and administrative buildings
in Phase II; however, each funding request has been turned
down by FAA, the Office of the Secretary of Transportation,
or the Office of Management and Budget. The only exception
occurred in 1963 when the Phase I constructicn was approved
by the Congress.

Again, in the fall of 1974, NAFEC submitted a construc-
tion plan to FAA for the technical and administrative complex.
The Administrator did not approve the plan but asked for a
study to determine whether NAFEC would remain in its present
location or be relocated. NAFEC officials told us that, al-
though the results of the study were never officially re-
leased, the Secretary of Transportation decided in the spring
of 1975 that NAFEC would remain in its present location. As
a result, NAFEC reactivated its planning for the facilities
improvement program.

Description oi proposed construction

Phase II provides for constructing technical and admin-
istrative buildings to consolidate the functions located in
World War II era temporary structures. These buildings will
be located adjacent to the new hangar and operations building
and will use the central utilities plant built during Phase I.
Included will be:

--An administrative/central services building of ap-
proxirately 106,000 square feet to house the Center
staff, technical library, cafeteria, auditorium, dis-
pensary, and printing services.
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--A general laboratory building of approximately 166,000
sqlare feet to house engioeering offices, electronic
laboratories, drafting facilities, and data analysis.

--An ATC Systems Laboratory building of approximately
211,000 square ecet. This building would house the en
route system support facility, terminal system sup-
port facility, terminal automation test facility, up-
graded third-generation system digital simulation
facility, and NAFEC's computer complex.

Construction alternatives

Three alternatives have been considered for improving
NAFEC's facilities--new construction, new construction and
rehabilitation of some older buildings, and rehabilitation
only. FAA and NAFEC have concluded that new construction is
the most cost effective plan and will provide facilities
designed for the needs of future technical programs and the
most efficient work environment.

Funding alternatives

Two alternatives are being considered for financing the
construction (1) a congressional appropriation for Federal
construction and ownership of the buildings or (2) a con-
gressional appropriation for lease of the buildings with con-
struction funded by the Atlantic County Improvement Authority.
The latter alternative arose when NAFEC's continued location
in the Atlantic City area wa6 in doubt. Civic leaders pro-
posed a program to the FAA Administrator whereby the improve-
ment authority would construct the facilities and lease them
to the FAA. In September 1S75 NAFEC entered into discussions
with the authority to develop the feasibility of the construc-
tion/lease alternatives.

Relationship of facilities improvement program
to NAFEC technical programs

Information provided by the center indicates that about
70 percent. / of its existing buildings and equipment would
be ted in varying degrees to support expected program re-
quirements associated with FAA's upgraded third-generation
ATC system development. So far, specific responsibilities
and schedules have not been set to fully define NAFEC's
effort and the timing of that effort for evaluating various

1/Based on in-place building and equipment costs accumulated
through fiscal year 1975.
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system components under development. Although specific tech-
nical program cost and schedule impacts (assuming either ap-
proval or disapproval of the building program) have yet to be
quantified, NAFEC officials told us the new facilities would
greatly enhance capability and efficiency. Advantages cited
include:

--Simplifying NAFEC's radar signal and communication
facility and eliminating the need for leased lines
between buildings.

-- Improving coordination between organizations because
they will be physically closer which will reduce
setup time for projects and minimize the need for
duplicate test equipment.

--Greater operating efficiency because support elements
will be centralized, which will thereby improve oppor-
tunities for better use of personnel and more effec-
tive use of data processing facilities.

It was indicated that these advantages would apply to
all components of the upgraded system and in particular to
the Aeronautical Satellite and Increased Automation programs.

Current status

In December 1975, FAA and Atlantic County Improvement
Authority officials announced that construction plans had
been completed and would be forwarded to the Secretary of
Transportation for approval. The plan calls for the sale of
a $50 million bond issue by the Authority and a 20-year lease
with FAA. If approved, construction could begin by January 1,
1977.

PERSONNEL

As of November 1975, 1,760 personnel were assigned to
NAFEC--1,322 full-time pernanent employees, 172 -emporary
employees, ane 266 FAA headquarters personnel assigned as
tenants at NAFEC. Following is profile data for NAFEC's
full-time permanent personnel and for personnel directly in-
volved in technical programs, including PAA managers. In
some areas, comparisons are made between the results of
FAA's May 1971 OMS study and our review. Equal employment
opportunity data is also provided for NAFEC and FAA tenant
organizations at NAFEC.
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Personnel profile

NAFEC's personnel complement includes a wide range of
skills and disciplines. The distribution as of October 31,
1975, was:

Engineers (various engineering and physical
sciences) 222

Technicians (electronics, engineering,
specialists, and inspectors) 358

Computer sciences (analysts, programers,
mathematicians, operators, etc.) 160

Wage grade (skills, crafts, and maintenance) 167
Pilots 17
Air traffic controllers 77
Administrative management (accounting, analysis,

budget, etc.) 98
Logistics (supply and procurement) 83
Director's staff 15
Security (fire and police) 41
Secretarial, typist, and clerical 84

1,322

Statistics on educational level show that 18 percent of
the full-time permanent employees held baccalaureate degrees
or higher as of November 19, 1975. Another 42 percent have
som, ducation beyond high school.
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EDUCATION LEVEL FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES AT NAFEC

EDUCATIONAL CODE

1. ,LESS THAN HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION
2. IIGH SCHOOL CRADUATES
3. ATTENDED TECHNICAL SCHOOL
4. SOME COLLEGE - LESS THAN DEGREE
5. B3ACHELORS DEGREE
6. POST BACHELORS, MASTERS & DOCTORATE

400
29.3%

350

24. 3%

U) 300w

0
~ 250

17.7%
!q.,

fz4 200
w~~~~~~~~

8.4%~.
zoollz

50

1 2 3 4 5 6

EDUCATIONAL CODE
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The distribution of NAFEC's employees by age grouping

is shown below. Two charts comparing age distribution and

retirement eligibility as of November 1975 follow, with

statistics developed from the May 1971 OMS study report.

This information shows that more than 55 percent of NAFEC's

full-time permanent employees are 46 years of age or older

and that, when compared to 1971, the work force has aged

and has more employees eligible for retirement in the near

term but fewer eligible in the long term.

Age Number Percent

Under 36 212 16.0

36 to 45 366 27.7

46 to 55 510 38.6

Over 55 234 17.7

AGES OF TOTAL NAFEC EMPLOYEES

(DOES NOT REFLECT WAGE GRADE OR
POSITIONS BELOW GS-6 )

AS OF MAY 1971 OMS STUDY

.S OF NOVEMBER 1975 GAO STUDY

35050

o 300 

w 250 *-

U _

* 100 -150 I

o - .I

-I-- - L

20-24 Z5-39 3_!-5 36-45 46-'0 " 55 OVER 55

AGES
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YTEARS TO RETIREMENT

YEARS TO RETIIREMENT ELIGIBILITY
OF TOTAL NAFEC EMPLOYEES

OMS STUDY MAY 1971

'---- GAO STUDY NOVEMBER 1975

180

160

Bo 8

t40

YEARS TO RETIREMENT

Techncal coraersonnel profile

The distribution of NAFEC's technical program personnel
by cccupational specialty as of October 31, 1975, is shown
in the Lollowing table.
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Engineers:
Electronics 149
Aerospace 32
General 6
Electrical 2
Mechanical 1
Engineering research psychologist 9
Operations research analyst 9
Meteorolcgist 2
Statistician 1
Physic-. scientist 1
Chemist 1 213

Technicians:
Electronics 154
ATC simulator operators 32
Aerospace 21
Engineering 20
Flight operations 6 233

Computer sciences:
Operators 64
Flight data processors 12
Programers 10
Computer aides 8
Analysts 7
Mathematicians 6 107

Air traffic controllers 76

Total · 629

In its 1971 report, OMS commented that, although a number
of key officials were at or near retirement age, this in itself
did not seem to pose a problem. What did cause concern was
that "a surprising number of key people have no degree and
many of these have no education beyond high school."

This situation has improved since NAFEC's 1972 reorgani-
zation as isshown in the following chart comparing educa-
tional levels in 1971 and 1975 in the Center's technical pro-
gram divisions:

OMS study GAO study
(May 1971) (November 1975)

Number Percentage Number Perccntage

Supervisors/advisers
(GS-13 and above) 74 100 59 100

'ith degrees 50 67.6 48 81.3
With some college 11 14.9 5 8.5
With high school or less : 13 17.5 6 10.2
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Technical program managers

OMS commented that the educational level of technical
program managers was reasonably high, and they expressed no
concern in this area. However, the situation has changed
since the OMS study and subsequent NAFEC reorganization in
1972.

--The responsibility of technical program managers has
increased due to a consolidation of tasks. As a
result the number of managers decreased from 147 in
1971 to 37 in 1975.

--The educational level of technical program managers
as a group has declined, so that today 38 percent
of the managers have no college degree (see following
chart).

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF NAFEC PROGRAM MANAGERS

* (XS STUDY MAY 1971

[ GAO STUDY NOVMW2 1975

8O

707

627
60

40 -

430 -:

* _ 197 19%
':.:i.'. ,::. _ % ': :::13% 7 . .

10 - : : i!1:

-. 0 AOLLEG- SiE HIGII SCROOL
DEGREES COLLEGE OR LESS

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

The first chart below compares the age distribution of
technical program managers in 1971 and 1975. The second
chart shows present retirement eligibility statistics for
NAFEC's 37 managers.
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Chart 1

Technical program managers
Nu-ber a-nr Number and
(percentage) (percentage)

Age category as of May 1971 as of November 1975

Under 46 66 (44.9) 11 (29.7)
46 to 50 39 (26.5) 4 (10.8)
51 to 55 29 (19.7) 15 (40.6)
Over 55 13 (8.9) 7 (18.9)

147 (100) 37 (100)

Chart 2

YEARS TO RETIREMENT ELIGIBILITY
OF NAFEC PROGRAM MANAGERS

20

18

16

* 16 37. 8%
14

I -

U 8

~O 6 _ . ~13. 5% 13.5%

0-2 3-6 7-10 11-14 OVER 15

Y iARS

Further analysis of the data on educational level and
retirement eligibility showed that half of the program man--
agers without college degrees will be eligible for retirement
within 2 years. Center management officials advised us thatFurther analysis of thedata on educational level and~~~~~~~~~~I
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necessary steps have been taken to insure that the educa-
tioral level of program managers as a group is upgraded over
the next several years.

Employment and recruitment
of minorities and women

Overall, minorities accounted for 121, or 9.5 percent,
of the full-time general schedule employees at NAFEC in Sep-
tember 1972. By tNovember 1975, their number had increased
by 43 to a total of 164, or 11.6 percent of the work force.
Females accounted for 271, or 21.4 percent, of-the general
schedule employees in September 1972. In 1975 females
acccunted for 323, or 22.8 percent, of total personnel. Over
the 3-year period, general schedule employment increased
by 145 so that minorities and females accounted for about 30
and 36 percent of NAFEC's employment growth, respectively.
Details of general schedule and wage grade employees are
shown below.

Number and (percent) of
employees by category

EmloVyes -- M-inorities Fem lese--
CrteorY 22 1 T72 1975 19_E_

Grade Schedule
1 to 4 149 127 42 (28.2) 38 (29.9) 113 (75.8) 104 (81.9)
5 to 8 242 271 45 (18.6) 61 (22.5) 128 (52.9) 156 (57.6)
9 to 12 480 534 25 (5.2) 45 (8.4) 26 15.4) 58 (10.9)

13 to 17 397 481 9 (2.3) 20 (4.2) 4 (1.?) 3 (1.0)

Total 1,268 1,413 121 (9.5) 164 (11.6) 271 (21.4) 323 (22.8)

Wage grade
1 to 4 131 3 14 (10.7) 1 (33.3) 1 (0.8) 1 (33.3)
5 to 11 78 178 6 (7.7) 23 (12.9) 1 (0.6)

12 to 15 15 15 1 (6.7) - - -

Total 224 196 21 (9.4) 24 (12.2) 1 (0.4) 2 (1.0)

Total 1,492 1,609 142 (9.5) 188 (11.7) 272 (18.2) 325 (20.2)

An analysis of full-time general schedule NAFEC and FAA
tenant personnel is shown below.

Average grade Percentage
September November grade increase

Category 1972 1975 1972 to 1975

Total work force 9.88 10.15 2.7
Minority portion 6.67 7.64 14.5
Nonminority portion 1C.21 10.48 2.6
Female portion 5.42 5.98 10.3
Male portion 11.09 11.38 2.6
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Equal employment opportunity accomplishments

In its July 31, 1975, affirmative action plan, NAFEC
reported some equal employment progress in spite of limited
hiring opportunities and the uncertainty of the Center's
status. Accomplishments claimed included:

--Formation of a part-time Federal Women's Program
Committee.

--Appointment of a part-time Spanish Speaking Coordina-
tor.

--Participatinn in the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act program with the Atlantic County Board
of Freeholders.

One aspect of NAFEC's affirmative action plan for the
current fiscal year has been the development of an upward
mobility program.

TENANTS

Tenants occupy almost 20 percent of the building space
at NAFEC. Agreements with the tenants stipulate the support
and services to be furnished by or for NAFEC and any reim-
bursement provisions. A listing of the larger tenant acti-
vities and a brief description of their functions is provided
below. The first of these are FAA organizations for which
NAFEC performs such administrative functions as budgeting,
accounting, and personnel,

Tenant Manpower Distribution as of January 1976

Tenant Personnel

Air Traffic Service (National Data
Systems Branches) a/177

Airway Facilities Service (Automation
Engineering Support Branch) a/84

Systemr Research and Development Service
(Development Programming Branch) a/40

New Jersey Air National Guard b7320
System support contractors 160
Logistical support 79
Others 112

Total 972

a/Authorized full-time permanent FAA employees.
c/Excludes weekend members.
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Air Tirafic Service

The National En Route and Terminal Data Systems Branches
of this organization maintain the operational ATC computer
software programs and use NAFEC's computer hardware.

Airways Facilities Service

The Automation Engineering Support Branch, under this
organization and its Automation Engineering Division, is re-
sponsibile for maintaining operational software for both en
route and terminal computer programs and documenting engineer-
ing changes which may affect computer software and hardware.

Systems Research and Development Service

The Development Programming Branch, once organizationally
part of NAFEC, now reports directly to Washington headquar-
ters. It is responsible for software development and for
specification documentation and testing of programs to deter-
mine whether they meet specifications.

New Jersey Air National Guard

The 177th Fighter Group of the Guard is part of the
North American Aerospace Defense Command. As such, its mis-
sion is to be ready to intercept, identify, and, if necessary,
destroy hostile airborne targets aad assist in destroying
hostile surface forces. The Guard reimburses NAFEC for such
things as aviation fuel, ha't, light, and power.

Systet support contractols

Several contractors, such as IBM, UNIVAC, MITRE, Raytheon,
and Computer Sciences Corporation, assist FAA in technical
programs at NAFEC.

Logistical support

Contractors supply janitorial service and operate the
steam plant and cafeteria.

Other tenants

Other personnel and activities located at NAFEC are
airport tower and maintenance personnel; pilots and in-
vestigators to insure the accuracy and reliability of navi-
gational eids; weather service; General Services Administra-
tion motor pool, post office, and credit union.

BEST DOCUMENT AVAILABLE
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CONCLUSIONS

Slippages in schedule milestones have been a continuing
problem at NAFEC for several years. Officials have tried
to minimize in-house project delays; however, budget fluctua-
tions and contractual approvals are not controllable by NAFEC.

We found] that NAFEC's actual responsibility for test and
evaluation sometimes excluded one or more of the functions of
test planning, performance, and reporting, as these functions
may be performed in part by contractors or other Government
agencies. We brought this matter to the attention of the di-
rector, and he agreed that there was a need to further de-
lineate NAFEC's test and evaluation responsibility. He later
reported that after meetings with the FAA's Associate Admin-
istrator for Engineering and Development action was being
taken to accomplish this.
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CHAPTER 4

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS CENTER

ORGANIZATION AND MISSION

In 1969, the National Aeronautics and Space Ad:inistration
decided to phase out its Electronics Research Center in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts. This facility was deemed acceptable
for projects relating to transportation and on June 30, 1970,
all land, buildings, and equipment were transferred to the
Department of Transporation.

TSC was then established on July 1 to provide (1) informa-
tion for policy formulation and decisionmaking through
research, data management, and system evaluation, (2) program
management and technical support for research and development
programs, and (3) transportation technology sharing with
State and local government units. The principal TSC offices
and number of employees as of June 30, 1975, were:

Number

--Office of the Director 15

--Office of the Associate Director for
Plans and Program Development which
integrates and coordinates program
planning, development, and evaluation. 11

--Office of Systems Research and Analyses
which supports transportation planning
and policy analyses and performs various
studies in support of ongoing projects. 97

--Office of Systems Development which
manages major projects for ground and
air transportation and traffic control. 114

--Office of Engineering which provides-the
technical expertise (scientific and
engineering disciplines) needed to
support projects. 257

--Office of Administration which provides
the management, administration, and
operational support for activities. 166

660
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While TSC's Aeronautical Systems Division, within the
Office of Systems Development, manages most civil aviation
R&D programs with a staff of 32, other TSC divisions also
have program responsibilities.

TSC provides R&D support to the Department of Transporta-
tion and its operating administrations, which include the Fed-
eral Aviation Administration, Federal Highway Administration,
Federal Railroad Administration, Urban Mass Transportation
Administration, U.S. Coast Guard, National Highway Safety
Administration, and St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corpora-
tion.

The broad needs for R&D projects are established by the
sponsors who request TSC to do the work. Tasks are jointly
established for specific projects annually. However, TSC
does not have a formal priority system for aviation and other
R&D work.

CIVIL AVIATION R&D. ACTIVITIES

For fiscal years 1971 through 1975, Transportation,
NASA, and the National Science Foundation provided TSC
with over $178 million for R&D activities. (See p. 43.)
About $66;3 million, or 37 percent, of this amount is related
to 65 civil aviation R&D projects.

Number
Customer of projects

(millions)

FAA 42 $47.9
Secretary. of Transportation 7 11.5
NASA 15 5.9
U.S. Coast Guard 1 1.0

Total 65 $66.3

As of September 29, 1975, 14 FAA projects, 7 Department of
Transportation projects, and 11 NASA projects had been com-
pleted. When NASA closed its Electronics Research Center,
it transferred some R&D projects to TSC.

For fiscal year 1976, TSC planned about $58.7 million of
R&D activity. Over $15 million. or about 26 percent, is for
20 continuing projects and 8 new civil aviation projects.

Over the 5-year period ending June 30, 1975, civil avia-
tion R&D projects diminished in comparison to total TSC effort..
Funding for civil aviation R&D compared to total R&D funding
decreased from a high of 58 percent in 1971 tc 22 percent in

1975.
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Funding of R&D Activities by Sponsor
FiscaF Years 1971-75 (note a)

Civil aviation R&D
Sponsor T7T---T--7-73 1974 1975 Total

FAA $ 5.9 $19.5 $ 8.8 $12.9 $ 9.8 $ 47.9
Secretary of

Transpcrtation 2.4 4.3 3.6 1.1 .1 il.5
NASA 5,3 .6 (b) (b) (b) 5.9
US. Coast Guard - .1 .4 .5 1.0

Total $13.6 $15.4 $12.5 $14.4 $10.4 $ 66.3

Percent of
overall total 58 45 41 33 22 37

Other R&D

Total (note c) $10.0 $19.0 $17.9 $28.8 $36.1 $111.8

Percent of
overall total 42 55 59 67. 78 63

Total all R&D $23.6 $34.4 $30.4 $43.2 $46.5 $178.1

a/Dollars in millions.

b/NASA funding during these periods was: 1973 ($20,000),
1974 ($40,000) and 1975 ($9,000).

c/Includes: Secretary of Transportation, Modal Administra-
tions, U.S. Coast Guard, and National Science Foundation.

Major R&D projects

Ten R&D projects received over $45 million, or about
70 percent of TSC's civil aviation R&D funding for 1971-75.
Three projects were completed, one was terminated, and six
were active as of September 29, 1975. Estimated 1976 funding
for these active projects is $7.6 million, or about one-half
of r'?e funding for all TSC aviation projects. The projects
we reviewed are listed below and described in appendix IV.
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Major Projects

Fiscal Fundinq
t'AA year through istimated

~rograram RbDrOject_ started FY 1975 FY 1976

tuuo omitted)

03 Air Traffic Control Radar 1971 $ 5,785 $ 600
beacon System

04 Short Take-Off and Landing 1971 1,890 Completed
Navigation and Guidance
Study

05 Airborne Proximity 1971 2,782 Terminated

06 Air-Ground Data Link 1971 3,377 90
Development Program

07 Instrument Landing System 1971 1,936 170
Performance Prediction

08 Ailzraft Wake Vortex 1971 6,415 1,850
Avoidance

08 Airport Surface Traffic 1972 6,350 2,500
Control

16 Future Data Processing For 1971 2,114 Completed
Air Traffic Control System

17 Aeronautical Satellite Systems 1971 k,758 2,450

- Advanced Air Traffic Management 1971 9,453 Compt ted
System IDepartment of Transpor-
tation program)

Total $45,860 $7,660

Outside R&D procurement

TSC spent about $95 million--over 52 percent of R&D
funding received from its sponsors for fiscal years 1971-75--
for R&D contracts and outside procurement of project materials,
equipment, and services. In March 1975, Transportation asked
TSC to perform some contracted R&D work in house if facilities
were available. On March 13, 1975, TSC advised Transportation
that:

--Its general policy was to maximize the effectiveness
of its technical staff by contracting for seLvices
which require specialized facilities or expertise
not available at TSC.
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--I. does not seek to develop extensive in-house
facilities. Its facilities, supplemented by the
use of NAFEC, other Government, and contractor
facilities, appear to be adequate.

--Its technical staff cannot handle more in-house work
and expects to inrrease out-of-house R&D over the
next 5 yearn because of increased demands.

Support service contracts

TSC awarded oupport service contracts for over 200
staff-years of effort annually from fiscal year 1973 through
1975. In 1975, TSC contracted for 207 staff-years of effort
costing about $3,384,000.

Contract service Amount Staff-years

(000 omitted)

AnD services $1,610 101
Texhnical information

and liorary 1,486 77
Other services (cleaning,

custodial, etc.) 288 29

Totel $3,384 207

The ADP services and the technical information and
library services have been contracted out by TSC since 1972.
Cost comparisons showed that it costs less to contract for
the ,fork than to perform it in house. We did not verify the
cost comparisons.

FACILITILS

On June 30, 1975, TSC had real property (land, buildings,
and iinprovements) and equipment valued at $47.3 million.

All of the land and buildings and a major portion of
the equipment was acquir(d from NASA in 1970.

TSC's activities are multimodal; that is, it provides R&D
support for all Transportation operating administrations in
Washington. Although TSC's Aeronautical Systems Division
is res:ponsible for managing most civil aviation R&D projects,
some %work, such as ground systems research, is performed
by other TSC divisions. These other divisions provide
suppo,:t for civil aviation R&D programs and can have program
management responsibility.
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Because divisional support activities are dispersed, it
was not feasibie to determine allocated building floor space
utilization. The Aeronautical Systems Division does, how-
ever, occupy an entire floor in the program management build-
ing. We also ascertained which laboratories and equipment
are used for aviation programs.

Aeronautical Systems Division officials said their real
property and equ.Inient are adequate for the civil aviation
R&D mission. TSC officials said no facilities expansions
were planned for civil aviation R&D activities.

Real propert

TSC occupies 6 buildings with a usable area of 223,355
square feet situated on 14.3 acres of land in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. These include a 13-story program management
building; a'personnel services building, including a 350-seat
auditorium with adjoining offices, conference rooms, and
technical information center; a 2-story technology building;
a 3-story systems development building; a support building:
and a building formerly used for shipping and receiving,
which is being converted into a dynamometer laboratory for
automobile testing.

The land was originally acquired by NASA in June 1966
and the six buildings were constructed between December 1967
to April 1970. The initial land and buildings value was
$21.7 million but improvements of $1.3 million increased the
capi-al value of these facilities to $23 million as of
June 30, 1975.

The ouildings' capacity is about 1,100 people. The
facilities office estimated that as of November 19, 1975,
942 people (including over 200 contractor personnel) were
housed at TSC. A TSC facilities study in March 1975 showed
that by fiscal year 1980 or 1981, it would have a housing
need for about 1,100 people, which is its current capacity.

Equipment

F:om fiscal year 1971 through 1975, TSC (1) acquired
$18.1 million of excess NASA equipment, (2) obtained $12.1
million of equipment for R&D projects, and (3) disposed of
$6 million of excess equipment. As of June 30, 1975, TSC
had the following equipment balances:
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Equipment at TSC $22,060,652
Equipment in custody of
contractors and others 1,265,050

Equipment on loan to TSC from
sponsors 38,289

Equipment excess to TSC needs 872,649

Total $24,236,640

The types of equipment as of November 14, 1975, are
aummarized below. Over $4 million of equipme:nt, or 16.5
porcent ot the total, was acquired through FAA-sponsored
civil aviation R&D projects.

TSC Equipment as of November 14, 1975

Sponsor 

ULtpment FAA (note a) Total

Automatic data
processing $ 930,614 $ 4,915,002 $ 5,845,616

Furniture and
-office 35,977 688,342 724,319

Maintenance 36,840 650,600 687,440
Motor vehicle and

transportation 30,054 820,889 850,943
Ruoearch and
devolopment 1,670,176 9,704,268 11,374,444

COtler (note b) 1,385,207 3,901,790 5,286,997

Total $4,088,868 $20,680,891 $24,769,759

a/Includes other Transportation operating sections and NASA.

b/Xncludes medical, training, and foou preparation equipment.

Th . March 1975 TSC study identified facilities and
equipmnPent used on R&D projects. A discussion of some of the
facilities and equipment used primarily for civil aviation
R&D projects follows.

--TSC has a communications channel measurement and
simulation test facility located in its technology
building. This test facility has a wide range of
transportation systems communications channels and
is applied on urban radio, satellite aircraft, and
aircraft-to-ground channels.
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--An Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon Systems (ATCRBS)
tracking laboratory in the program management building
was established solely to develop FAA ATCRBS improve-
ments under actual and "worst case" field conditions.
The major laboratory components include a beacon inter-
rogator, special phased array antenna, and transponders.

--A program management building laboratory is used to
evaluate pilot computer use needed to obtain pilot
briefings. Briefing terminals are coupled to a
computer via telephone line to brief pilots and ap-
prove flight plans as part of an FAA-funded Automated
Flight Service Station Concept project. Another
facility used for this project, a cockpit simulator,
is located in the systems development building.

TSC also has mobile laboratories at O'Hare International
Airport, Chicago, and Kennedy Airport, New York, which house
electronic and data processing equipment used for processing
data received from aircraft wake vortex sensors deployed at
these locations. These mobile laboratories are being used
for an FAA wake vortex project.

PERSON N E L

When TSC was established, tho initial staff was about
400 personnel. Many of these employz¥Z were former NASA
personnel. From fiscal year 1972 through fiscal year 1975,
the full-Lime staff increased from 560 to 660.

Full-Time Personnel

Fiscal years
Skill mix IT- ---.~Tr -1974 1975

Professional:
Science 27 26 25 22
Engineering 212 220 232 225
Data management 63 65 70 69
Socioeconomic 1 10 25 29
Planning and analysis 17 24 26 32
Administration 55 55 59 59
Management 20 20 19 19

Total 395 420 456 455

Administrative specialist 34 34 29 29
Technician 52 51 51 50
Clerical 94 96 101 107
Wage grade 5 5 5 19

Total personnel 580 606 642 660
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The number of employees with socioeconomic skilln
(sociologists, economists, and political scientists) increased
from I to 29 in 3 years.

The average grade for full-time personnel wan 10.7 in
1972; 10.6 in 1973; and 10.9 in 197-4 and 1975. An official
estimated that the staff's average age was less than 40,

At October 11, 1975, 165 TSC employees were working on
civil aviation R&D projects. Thirty-two were assigned to
the Aeronautical Systems Division which works exclusiv01y
on aviation R&D projects. The remaining 133 were assigned
to other activities, such as engineering, sysLems renearch,
ground systems, traffic control systems, and automdtion and
control, which provide support for all TSC R&D project:. The
amount of time devoted by those support personnel to aviation
R&D may vary with the daily operational needs. The bnckground
of the 32 Aeronautical Systems Division employees followtn.

Educatlion
Average No

Profension Employees Ae Gra deg deree Bacholo.r Nasters

Scientist or
engineer 24 39.6 13.4 - 13 11

Administration 1 47.0 11.0 1 -

Technicians 2 43.0 11.0 2

Clerical 5 25.4 5.0 5 -

Total 32 37.3 11.8 8 13 11

The average grade of 11.8 is higher than the 11.1 for
all TSC employees as of August 31, 1975. Twenty-four of
the 32 employees have bachelor and advanced degrees within
the following disciplines.

Number of
Degree major employees

Mathematics 1
Physics 5
Electrical engineering 7
Aerospace engineering 3
General engineering 1
Administration 2
Mechanical engineering 1
Electronic engineering 4

Total 24
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Minority employees

At March 31, 1974, 54 of 606 full-time employees (8.9
percent) were minorities compared to 63 of 649 (9.7 percent)
for September 30, 3975. On March 31, 1974, TSC had employed
five college-level minority cooperative students. On
August 31, 1975, seven minority cooperative students, two
temporary summer minorities, and one temporary minority
were employed. Summary minority employment data was not
available prior to March 1974. A comparison of full-time
minorities by grade follows.

March 31, 1974 August 31, 1975
Employee
grades Total Total
(note a) TSC Minority Percent TSC Minority Percent

1 to 4 25 15 60.0 26 8 30.8

5 to u 3 13 13.6 101 18 17.8

9 to 11 128 7 5.5 149 11 7.4

12 to 13 206 12 5.8 230 21 9.1

14 to 15 138 5 3.6 132 .. 3 2.3

16 to 18 14 2 14.2 1I 2 18.2

Total 606 54 8.9 649 63 9.7

a/Includes equivalents for wage board employees.

The average grades for minorities employed on March 31,
1974, and August 31, 1975, were 8.5 and 9.2 compared to 11.2
and 11.1 for all full-time employees. Additional minority
statistical data is shown on page 51.

Two minority employees with bachelor degrees were
employed in the Aeronautical Systems Division at August 31,
1975, as GS-7 and GS-12. In addition, seven minority em-
ployees from other divisions performed work in support of
the aviation R&D program.

Female employees

At October 31, 1974, 151 of 672 employees were females
(22.5 percent) compared to 143 of 650 (22.0 percent) 1 year
later. Additional data on the status of female employees is
shown on page 51.
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CONCLUSIONS

Civil aviation R&D funding has remained relatively
constant since the establishment of TSC in July 1970. As a
percentage of total R&D-funding, however, it has decreased
from a high of 58 percent of total funding in 1971 to a low
of 22 percent in 1975. The trend reflects increased efforts
in support of other Transportation programs.
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CHAPTER 5

CIVIL AEROMEDICAL INSTITUTE

BACKGROUND

The Civil Aeromedical Research Institute was created as
an organization of the Bureau of Aviation Medicine in 1960
and was located at the FAA Aeronautical Center in Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma. In 1962 certain nonresearch medical pro-
grams were transferred to the Institute, and it was renamed
the Civil Aeronedical Institute.

In 1965 the FAA administrator recognized the need fot
strong centralized direction at the Aeronautical Center;
therefore, he gave the Director managerial authority over
all activities at the Center. Thus, CAMI was placed under
the administrative control of the Center Director, but it
was responsible to FAA's Office of Aviation Medicine for
policy and programs.

MISSION AND ORGANIZATION

CAMI's mission is to:

--Conduct medical research which is applicable to the
FAA nission.

--Develop, maintain, and manage a system for the medical
examination and certification of U.S. civil airmen.

--Develop, maintain, and administer aviation medical
education programs to meet the FAA needs.

--Provide for and administer the agency employee health
programs at the Aeronautical Center.

CAMI is comprised of four branches--the Aercmedical
Clinical, Aeromedical Certification, Aeromedical Education,
and Aercmedical Research branches. A brief description of
the mission and functions of each follow.

Aeromedical Clinical. Branch

The Aeromedical Clitnical Branch provides and administers
the employee health program for Aeronautical Center employees,
and administers the FAA industrial hygiene program for the
westerr United States.

BtST DOCUMENT AVAIBLE
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Aeromedical Certification Branch

This branch is the central repository within the FAA
for collecting, processing, adjudicating, investigating, and
analyzing applications for airmen medical certification and
related regulatory programs. It is also the scurce of medi-
cal and technical data which is requested by airmen, avia-
tion medical examiners, FAA scientists, and statisticians.

Aeromedical Education Branch

The Aeromedical Education Branch is the general avia-
tion commJnity's safety information contact with research
activities of the FAA's Aviation Medicine program. In addi-
tion to distributing :nedical information that is vital to
aviation safety and the growth of general aviation, the
Branch administers the agency's designated Aviation Medical
Examiner System (approximately 7,500 examiners).

Aeromedical Research branch

The Aeromedical Research Branch conducts studies relat-
ing to the biomedical and human performance aspects of civil
aviation. In addition, it provides consultative services in
the medical and scientific fields and provides instruction
on aviation medic.l£ subjects; provides motion picture,.en-
gin:ering, and electronic services in support of scientific
research; and d.velops and furnishes biostatistical support
for medical research.

The Branch has four laboratories which conduct research
for prevcntinq aircraft accidents and injuries and increasing
the efficiency of the civil aviation system.

1. The Aviation Toxicology Laboratory conducts research
into the oxlco-T logcal, pharmacological, and biochemical
aspects of the human in the aviation environment. It is
subdivided into five units, each of which conducts research
in a specialized area of toxicology as it relates to aviation
safety. The research includes forensic toxicology, radio-
biology, pathology, neuropharmacology, and biochemistry.

2. The Aviation _ PhysioloyLaboratory undertakes studies
relating to current and anticipated physiological problems
in aviation activities. Research includes understanding
and evaluating the effects of environmental conditions,
shift rotation, time zone crossing, drugs, and alcohol;
and measuring, evaluating, and reducing stress and fatigue
in aviation personnel.
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3. The Aviation Psychology Laboratory is responsible
for evaluating problems concerned with the influence of
speech and hearing systems on the safety and well being of
personnel in noisy environments; evaluating attitudes and
motivational factors; assessing performance under stress,
fatigue, or monotonous working conditions; evaluating effects
of workload and work-and-rest schedules on performance;
determining relative importance of psychological test meas-
ures on predicting job performance; and assessing disorienta-
tion responses and eye-to-hand coerdination during vehicular
motion. Effects of alcohol are also studied.

4. The Protection and Survival Laboratory undertakes
research to reduce the loss of-1Te re su ting from civil
aircraft emergencies. The research includes methods of
attenuating or preventing crash injuries; determining causes
of death or injury from impact; devising concepts and evalu-
ating survival equipment used under adverse environmental
and emergency conditions; establishing human physical limita-
tions; and evaluating emergency procedures of downed aircraft.

FUNDING

The fiscal year 1976 CAMI budget was about $4.4 million
with $2.3 million for research and development and $2 million
for operating expenses. Annual expenditures have remained
about the same for the last 3 years as shown in the following
table.

FY 1974 FY 1975 FY 1976
Appropriation actual actual budget

--(thousands) -

Research, Engineering, and
Development $ 557.0 $ 574.3 $ 512.5

Facilities, Engineering, and
Development 1,852.9 1,787.6 1,822.0

Total 2,409.9 2,361.9 2,334.5

Operations 1,947.] 1,954.9 2,115.9

Total $4,357.0 $4,316.8 $4,450.4
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Expenditures in all three appropriations are categorized
by object class--personnel compensation and benefits, travel,
transportation, other services, contractual services, sup-
plies, and equipment. Contractual services include such
items as payments to human subjects for experiments, auto-
matic data processing, and maintenance of equipment.

The 5-year plan for CAMI shows the following funding
estimates for all appropriations:

FY 1976 $4,908,000
FY 1977 $6,371,000
FY 1978 $4,996,000
FY 1979 $5,040,000
FY 1980 $5,063,000

The 1976 figure does not reflect a $458,000 congressional
cutback of the final CAMI budget submission. The 1977 figure
includes an increase of $1,533,700 for the initial installa-
tion and operation of facilities, including a new crash im-
pact facility, aircraft simulator, electron microscope, and a
mass spectrometer. Agency officials later said that these
items will nor be procured during fiscal year 1977 because of
budget cuts imposed by the Office of Management and Budget.

MEDICAL RESEARCH PROGRAM

CAMI is responsible to FAA's Office of Aviation Medicine
for program and policy guidance, which sets priority research
areas based on input from other organizations. After the
priorities have been established, CAMI researchers prepare
resumes describing each task and forward them to a spec.al
review panel consisting of representatives of the Office of
Aviation Medicine and CAMI.

The panel meets with the researchers who prepared the
resumes and summaries are written for each project. The
summaries, along with the panel's recommendations, are sub-
mitted to the Federal Air Surgeon, Office of Aviation Medi-
cine, for approval. Resea:ch tasks and projects continued
from one year to another must be updated annually, reviewed
by the panel, and approved by the Federal Air Surgeon.

The medical research program at CAMI is divided into
five task areas. Specialized groups have been established
to carry out research in each area.
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1. Task Area A: Aeromedical Factors in Systems and
ODerations

Task Area A investigates environmental and operational
factors related to the health and physical fitness of
airmen, crews, and passengers; and studies detection
of, prevention of, and recovery from cardiovascular,
respiratory, and other diseases related to aviation
activities. Specific task groups include:

a. Cardiovascular and other diseases.

b. Alcohol and drug abuse.

c. Toxicology.

2. Task Area B: Aircrew and PasEenger Protection

Task Area B makes studies of aircraft impact injuries
through on-the-scene accident investigations; studies
of aircraft evacuation techniques and devices under
simulated land and water conditions; tests of new
techniques, procedures, and devices to protect per-
sonnel from fire and toxic smoke in aircraft; evalua-
tions of oxygen masks and systems to determine the
biomedical response to various altitudes and to pro-
vide effective protection against hypoxia and decom-
pression; and psychological reconstruction of air-
craft accidents in order to prevent unwarranted loss
of life and aircraft. Specific task groups include:

a. Impact injury.

b. Improved means for emergency escape and survival.

c. Fire, smoke, and toxic fumes.

d. Accident investigation.

3. Task Area C: Personnel Performance and Efficiency

Task Area C makes studies to help the Air Traffic
Controllers (1) cope with stressful situations and
(2) avoid errors which endanger the efficient opera-
tion of the ATC system. The effect of work-rest
cycles, desynchronizatiorn of physiological functions,
and fatigue on the performance of aircrews and ATC
personnel are included. Task groups include:

btL~ UDhUA Lt JAVAILABLE
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a. Air Traffic Controller selection, training, and
utilization.

b. Air Traffic Controller workload and envilcnment.

c. Aircrew workload and flight-induced stress.

4. Task Area D: Aeromedical Factors in Flight Management

Tast Area D investigates disorientation and loss of
aircraft control; the physiological and psychological
functions required 2or safe operations in th· air and
on the ground; the biomedical factors involved in air-
craft visiuility, detection, and visual collision
avoidance: and use of simulators in research and
training. Task groups include:

a. Pilot perception and orientation in flight.

b. Analysis of pilot error.

c. Collision avoidance.

5. Task Area E: Public Acceptance of Aircaftpt Oerations

Study items in this area are community noise survey
and responses; determination of the interference of
aircraft operation with public activities; and prob-
lems of environmental protection against air pollu-
tion, toxic chemicals, and other waste products re-
leased by aircraft and aviation-supporting ground
facilities. Task groups include:

a. Community relations.

b. Environmental protection.

Program reviews

CAMI worked on 50 research projects in fiscal year 1975
at an actual cost of $2,230,100. At the time of our review,-
it had approved 43 proje.cts for fiscal year 1976 with an esti-
mated cost of about $2.6 million. All of the projects have
been or will be done ir, house as CAMI does not contract with
outsiders for research Lnd development.

Of the 43 projects approved for fiscal :rear 1976, we
selected 17 for detailed review. These account for 43 per-
cent of CAhI's research and development funds and over 50 per-
cent of the staff-years. The 17 projects were initiated at
the request of:
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CAMI (in-house) 9
Office of Aviatien Medicine

(including Federal Air Surgeon) 3
Other FAA organii.t.ons 4
National Transportation Safety

Board 1

17

Descriptions of these 17 projects may be found in
appendix V.

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

CAMI is located 'n a three-story structure known as the
CAMI building. All of CAMtI's operations are housed in this
building ticept the Peromejical Certification Branch which
is located in the Aviation Records Building. The CAMI build-
'ing is owned jointly bi' the Oklahoma City Airport Trust and
Oklahoma City and is leased to FAAP on a long-term basis.

The CAMI building houses the executive offices, adminis-
trative staff, and three oC the four branches--Acromedical
Clinical, Aeromedical Education, and Aeromedical Research.
There is a total of 142,759 square feet cf available work
spcee, of which 92,677 is assigned to the Research Branch.
The Aeromedical Certification Branch occupies 11,731 square
feet of space in the Aviation Records Building.

FAA leases the CAMI building from the Oklahoma City Air-
port Trust and Oklah;oma City at an annual rental of $423,000,
which includes debt service, insurance, and ground rental
cost. This amount does not include rental for the Aeromedical
Certification Branch located in another building.

The CAMI building has total capitalized leasehol~d im-
provements of $89,000 with a net amortized val-*e of $73,000.
Some of these improvements include modification of the water
system, installation, of photo lighting, and construction of
an emergency passageway.

Facili ly use

The CAMI facility has not been used to the extent FAA
originally intended. It was designed and built to accommo-
date 350 people, but only about half that number are housed
at the fac:.lity. Major justification for the building was
that all Fk3.. medical operations except program planning and
management ,ould be moved to the new facility. The medical
operations wtre moved as planned, but several years later
parts of the LtcJlity were still vacant.
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In 1967 FAA investigated tho feasibility of locating
nonresearch programs in the building and tried unsuccessfully
to bring research facilities of other Federal agencies to
CAMI. That same year a privato consulting firm hired by
Transportation reported that CAMI could possibly conduct
research related to highway safety. As a result, in 1969,
FAA and the National Highway Transportation Safety Adminis-
tration reached an agreement which would involve CAMI in
research of driver and pasuenger crash injuries. The work
was never undertaken because the Safety Administration could
not furnish manpower for the experiment.

A May 1975 Department of Transportation study entitled
"Review of DOT Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
Centers" recognized that CAMI's operation was too small for
the facilities. The study pointed out that the CAMI facility
was designed to accommodato approximately double the number of
employees which now occupy it and that some of CAMI's unique
technical facilities, such as the sonic boom simulation room,
anechoic chamber, morgue, environmental chambers and survival
tank, were very seldom used, 'iTh study mentioned that the
Federal Air Surgeon believed CAMI could be more productive if
it was used by other Transportation administrators, but a lack
of funds and personnel prohibited such use.

The study team's report rcommended that CAMI become a
Department of Transportation facility under FAA management
and be responsive to the biomedical research needs of the
various modal administrations of the Department. It also
recommended to the Secretary of Transportation that all bio-
mecnanics work presently conducted by the Occupant Restraint
Division of the National Highway Safety Administration's
Safety Research Laboratory be transferred to CAMI.

Equipment at CAMI

As of January 4, 1975, equipment costing about $4 million
was assigned to CAMI. About 75 percent, or $3 million worth,
was technical development, equipment. Most of the remainder
was administrative and office equipment.

The technical development equipment includes many chemi-
cal analysis instruments, onvironmental and altitude chambers,
crash simulation sleds, a water survival tank, a morgue, and
computers. Some of the computeros are combined with task
simulators involving aircraft and air traffic control.

In fiscal years 1974 and 1975, amounts expended by CAMI
for equipment upgrading and new purchases totaled about
$258,000 and $170,000, respebtively. One of the larger pur-
chases was a graphic display system costing about $71,000.
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We have been informed that CAMI has had difficulty
obtaining funds for equipment acquisitions. For example, we
noted that a modification to CAMI's crash impact test facil-
ity was included in CAMI's 1969 budget. it was also included
in several later budgets, but attempts to obtain the funds
have not 'een successful. The requested modification was in-
cluded again in CAMI's 1977 budget and, according to agency
officials, subsequently disallowed because of budget cuts
imposed by the Office of Management and Budget.

There is concern among Office of Aviation Medicine and
CAMI officials about the decreasing amount of R&D funds
available for equipment purchases and facility improvements.
Apparently the situation has been caused in part by a fairly
constant R&D budget ceiling and increasing labor coats. (See
below.)

PERSONNEL

CAMI has an authorized ceiling of 226 personnel spacos
and as of October 8, 1975, had 202 employees. Eight wore
assigned to the Office of the Chief or to the administrative
staff, and the balance divided among the four major branches.

Aeromedical Research Branch 92
Aeromedical Certification Branch -72
Aeromedical Education Branch 17
Aeromedical Clinical Branch 13

Total 194

Personnel costs

Salaries and fringe benefits for all CAMI personnol
totaled about $3.3 million in 1974 and $3.5 million in 1975.

FY 1974 FY 1975

(000 omitted,

Aeromedical Research Branch .$1,640 $1,800
CAMI Chief, Secretary

Adminis;tration Staff 317 273
Aeromedic:al Certification Branch 812 889
Aeromedical Education Branch 327 334
Aeromedical Clinical Branch 225 231

$3,321 $3.5~7
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Salaries and fringe benefits comprised the major portion
of all CAMI expenditures and were 76 percent of the total
budget in 1974 and 82 percent of the total budget in 1975.
Office of Aviation Medicine and CAMI officials see salaries
as becoming an even more significant portion of total appro-
priations. They believe that if the total CAMI appropriated
funds remain about the same, as they have the last several
years. most Iioney will eventually go for personnel costs.

About 50 percent of CAMI's personnel are assigned to the
Acromedical Research Branch and account for about 50 percent
of personnel costs. The personnel in the Aeromedical Research
Branch are paid out of the Facilities, Engineering and Devel-
opment and the Research, Engineering and Development appro-
priations. The CAMI chief, his secretary, the administrative
staff, and the personnel in the other three CAMI branches--
Certification, Education, and Clinical--are paid out of the
Operations appropriation.

Personnel data, Aeromedical Research Branch

This Branch is the organization within CAMI that conducts
R&D and is comprised of the following sections.

Number of
Section persohnel

Staff 2
Veterinary Section 4
Biostatistical Section 3
Technical Section 4
Aviation Toxicology Laboratory 20
Aviation Physiology Laboratory 18
Aviation Psychology Laboratory 20
Protection and Survival Laboratory 21

Total 92

Characteristics of the 92 employees were:

Average grade level--9.82B

Average age--42.54.

Of the 92 people 62 had degrees and worked in the
following 20 areas.
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Number

Field of endeavor:
Medicine 2
Mechanical engineering 2
Geography 1
Biostatistics 1
Psychology 18
Veterinary 1
Metallurgy .
Physiology 9
Biology 6
Anthropology 2
Computer 1
Business education and administration 1
Hearing 1
Mathematics 1
Educational research 1
Chemistry--biochemistry 9
Medical technician 2
Botany 1
Optometry 1
Industrial management 1

Total 62

Profession or type-of work:
Senior researcher, scientist, educator 26
Medical doctor 1
Technician 56
Clerical 9

Total 92

Level of education:
Doctorate 21
Masters 19
Bachelor 22
No degree 30

Total 92

The. ratio of supervisory to nonsupervisory personnel in
the branch was as follows:

--The number of actual supervisors or section heads to
total branch personnel was 8:92, or 1 supervisor for
each 11.5 individuals.

--Senior researchers, including scientists, educators,
and medical doctors, to total branch personnel was
2":92, or 1 senior researcher for every 3.41 people.
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--Senior researchers to technicians was 27:56, or
1 senior researcher for every 2.08 technicians.

--Senior researchers to clerks was 27:9, or 3 senior
researchers to 1 clerk.

Minority data

CAMI's minority staff- increased from 19 to 22 between
June 1973 and June 1975 while the total number of employees
at CAMI decreased from 215 to 202. Grade levels of.the minor-
ity staff also increased during the past 2 years. For ex-
ample, average grade level increased from 5.3 in 1973 to
6.1 in 1975. The highest grade minority employee was a
GS-11 in 1973, but in 1975 there was one "q-12 and one GS-14.
A detailed analysis of all employees by grade is shown on

page 65.

Women employees

From June 30, 1973, to June 30, 1975, the number of
women employed at CAMI increased from 95 to 98. The distribu-
tions by grades are shown in the following table.

June 30, 1973 June 30, 1975
Total Percent- Total Petcent-
per- Total age of per- Total age of
sonnel women women sonnel women women

CAMI 215 95 44.2 202 98 48.5

GS-1 to 4 63 46 73.0 50 47 94.0
GS-5 to 8 61 40 65.6 64 41 64.1
GS-9 to 11 47 9 19.1 41 10 24.4

There were no women above a GS-11 in either year. A
more detailed analysis of women employees is shown on
page 65.
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CONCLUSIONS

CAMI has nad a relatively constant level of appropriated
funds during recent years, and an increasing proportion of
its funds are being allocated to salaries and related costs.

CAMI appears to have a highly trained and capable re--
search staff and the facilities for handling additional per-
sonnel and projects. The Federal Air Surgeon stated that CAMI
could be more productive if its expertise and facilities were
used by other transportation administrations. Also, in May
1975, a Department of Transportation study team recommended
to the Secretary 'that

--CAMI become responsive to the biomedical research
needs of the modal administrations of the department.

--All biomechanics work presently conducted by the Oc-
cupant Restraint Division of the National Highway
Transportation Safety Administration's Safety Re-
search Laboratory be transferred to CAMI.

In July 1976, we contacted officials at the Department
of Transportation and inquired about the status of the rec-.
ommendations contained in the Department study. We were ad-
vised that the recommendations have been substantially adopted
and that implementation plans are underway.

We believe these actions should result in more efficient
use of CAMI', personnel and facilities.
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Mr. Elmer B. Staats

Comptroller General of the United St:tes
The Ceaneral Accounting Office
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C 20548

Dear Mr. Staats:

As part of the Committee on Science and Technology over-
sight activity during the 94th Congress, the Subccmm Lttee on Aviation
and Transoortation Research and Development, chaire'A by the Honorable
Dale Milford, will examine in depth' selected nationa' aeronautical
facilities and programs. Ii. order to accomplibh this task, additional
assistance will be required. Therefore, I ar. requesting that you =
provide appropriate personnel in support of the Subcommittee's
activi-y.

Attached is a Subcommittes program plan submitted to me
by Mr. Milford. You will note that there are three items concerning
GAO in this work plan:

(a) development of a selected data base on programs and
facilities.

(b) examination of selected FAA/NASA centers.

(c) examination of specific types of facilities.

Under item (a), the Subcommittee wishes to accomplish a J
thorough review of the nation's civil aviation R&D programs and facilities. a
Assistan:ce by the GAO for accomplishing the review would take the form
of assem),ling informaticn on selected programs and facilities to help
achieve the objectives identified in the enclosed progranh plan, Primarily,
these objectives are related to assuring that the U.S. retains its pre-
dominant zole in world aviation, to insuring that U.S. governmental
agencies and private industry are cooperating, and insuring that federal
expenditures for aeronautic.ia R&D and facilities are being spent effectively.
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Under item (b), the Subcommittee's first priority is an
examination of the FAA's Natioaal Aviation FacilitieP Experimental
Center (NAFEC). The Subcommittee has recently acquires jurisdiction
over R&D activities of the FAA and is therefore extremely interested
in the function of the NAFEC facility. In order to become thoroughly
acquainted with the NAFEC operations, the Subcommittee needs definitive
information concerning NAFEC personnel, facilities, equipment, and
programs. It is requested that t!Js information be furnished by
February 1976, so that your report ma:- be utilized during the annual
authorization process. Subsequently. other centers would be examined
during 1976.

Under item (c), the Subcommittee is primarily interested in
obtaining an inventory and examining the status of the nation's wind
tunnels. The Subcommittee has recognized that many of our wind tunnels
were built in the 1940's and that this is of major concern to aviation
interests in this country. Proposals have been made by NASA and the
Department of Defense for a number of new, advanced aeronautical R&D
facilities. If approved, these facilities would involve the expenditure
of many hundreds of millions of dollars.

Therefore, a thorough understanding of our current wind
tunnel resources is needed by the Subcommittee in order to act properly
on tSe pending requests for new facilities. Tne preliminary phase of
examination would consist of a study of NASA and FAA facilities, and the
secondary phase would necessitate cooperation from DOD for examination of
military facilities. It is requested that this information be furnished
in a report by February 1976, in time for the authorization process.

My staff will ba working with those people you assign to this
task on a periodic basis. I would assume that you would designate a
person to leadyour effort and provide Guidance to GAO personnel involved.
Our expectation is that GAO assistance, in varying degrees, will be required
until the end of the 94th Congress.

Since we wish to initiate these efforts at an early date,
please provide me with your comments and recommendations at your earliest
convenience.

Since y, e

Chairman

T/S/ps

pgzf U60 IT AVAILABLE
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SUBJECT: REVIEW OF NATIONAL AVIATION R&D :FACILITIES AND PROGRAMS

Overall Objectives

1. Attain a broad perspective of the nation's policies And prograiias
concerning aviation.

2. Understand tbh goals and objectives of the NASA Wld DOT aviation
R&D programs.

3. Determine the inter-relationships between NASA, tie DOT the
Department of Defense and industry in establisl]ing objectives and priorities
in conducting aviation R&ID.

4. Determine if overall aviation R&D objectives are beintg pursoed
in an effective manner.

Progrram Objectives

1. Identify NASA and DOT aviation n&D programs and revicw the
rclationship of these programs to agency objectives.

2. Identify major DOD aviation R&D programs (in cooperation .:ith
the Armed Services Comrrittce).

3. Determine whether unwarrantcd duplication exists in

R&D prograns.

4. Determine if sufficient attention and resources iure being d(:voted
to aviation R&D programs.

Facilities Objcctives

1. Identify NASA and FAA aviation R&D facilities and review the
utilization of such facilities.

2. Identify DCD aviation R&D facilities and review tihe utilization

of s-.ucll acllitics (in -oopleration with the Armed Services Co:unittecc).

3. Determine whethcr unwarrantc. durplication cxi t~s ill ancncy
aviation tR&D facilitics.

4. Detenninc if sufficic.nt attcnltioln and rcsrouxccu are being
devoted to aviation 1:£D f;,:il itjcs at):1 plrc,j)'am'.;.
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Aeroach

1. Review prior government examination of the nation's aeronautical
programs.

2. Examine selected FAA/NASA Centers.

3. Compile data file on all FAA/NASA Centers.

4. Examine specific types of facilities (e.g. wind tunnels).

Basic Work Plan

CAO

1. Prepare file on eacth FAA/NASA center where aeronautical

R&D in being performed.

2. Definitive examination of selected NASA/FAA Centers.

3. .xamination of specific types of fa;cilites, such as
wind tunnels.

Libri-v of Congress

1. ,Review prior government ex-.aninations of the nation's
aeronautical pi ograms.

2. Summarize major recommendations of such examinations.

NASA/FAA

1. Update Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board (ASEB; Study
(Civil Aviation R&D).

2. Expand study as necessary (include Facilities, safety, etc.)

Subcommittee Staff

Mr. Bead -- to coordinate and control. all phases of the study

for the Subcommittee. Monitor items 1 and 4.

Mr. Staub, -- Monitor items 2 arsd 3.

b - DO.CUMENT AVAILABLE
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DESCRIPTION OF FAA PROGRAM AREAS

01--SYSTEM PROGRAM

This program provides overall system engineering direc-
tion and guidance to integrate the efforts of all other
engineering and development programs. The objectives of
this program are to be consistent with the objectives ot an
improved air traffic control system; maintain or improve
safety levels; constrain or reduce costs to users and opera-
tors; and improve performance. This program involves design
activities, cost-benefit analyses, and simulation and test of
new components.

02--RADAR PROGRAM

This program encompasses activities to upgrade and im-
prove the operation and performance of airport surveillance
radars and en route surveillance radars, as well as activi-
ties to develop new techniques for future radar systems.
Activity is focused on (1) reducing or eliminating the prob-
lems of radar clutter which obscure and limit the "electronic
vision" of present radar systems and (2) improving the ability
of present radar systems to detect small aircraft.

03--ATC RADAR BEACON
SYS'EM PROGRAM

This program encompasses efforts to improve the perfor-
mance of the present surveillance and data acquisition sys-
tem and to develop a new one to be known as the Discrete
Address Beacon System.. The program includes activities to
(1) eliminate site-peculiar problems with the present sys-
tem, (2) eliminate problems of system degradation caused by
shared Government/industry use, and (3) develop new equip-
ment and techniques to upgrade performance. In addition,
this program covers all efforts associated with defining
and developing the new Discrete Address Beacon System which
is aimed at meeting the ATC surveillance and data link re-
quirements for the 19'80-90 period. This new system is being
developed to meet capacity, safety, and efficiency require-
ments of the Upgraded'!Third Generation System.

04-NAVIGATION PROGRAM

The accurate navigation of aircraft ranks in importance
with their surveillance by ground-based tracking radars. Pi-
lots depend on a variety of ground-based navigation aids.
FAA's Navigation Program is based on the continuing role of
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grouni-based stations, commonly referred to as VORTAC', 1/
as the primar2 means of airways system navigation into tSe
1980s. Efforts to meet the requirements of higher accuracy,
greater capacity, and better operational capability are
continuing. In additon, programs are included to adopt the
VORTACS to allow greater flexibility through the uise of Area
Navigation techniques. Ccncurrently, programs have been
establisnod to determine the feasibility of adopting Very
Low Frequency navigation systems for use in both oceanic'and
continental applications. Work on self-contained airborne
systems, such as Inertial Navigation Systems an] Doppler
radar, are also included for oceanic applicatio-is.

05--AIRBORNE SEPARATION ASSURANCE PROGRAM

The main thrust of this program is to consider alter-
native ways to reduce or eliminate the threat of mid-air
collisions. This program has been planned and coordinated
with the Department of Defense and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. This joint effort involves test-
ing and evaluating competing systems, improving airborne
lighting far increased conspicuity and insuring the com-
patibility of evolving airborne collision avoidance syctems
with the ground-based ATC system.

The primary objective of this program is to foster the
development and implementation of cost-effective and ATC-
compatible hardware and software and, in the event of its
failure, to provide protection (to aircraft) into gecgraphi-
cal areas not covered or serviced by the ground-based ATC.
The secondary objective is to enhance the aircraft's visi-
bility.

06--COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAMI

This program covers engineeraig &nd development for
all communications systems (air-to-ground, ground-to-ground,
and intrafacility) for the continental United States. It
includes the overall communication systems efforts which
define the subsystem requirements and performance character-
istics required for the Upgraded Third Generation System.
Increasing the speed, capacity, and flexibility of the com-
munication subsystems that link the ATC facilities, while
maintaining an adequate level of service for the existing
configuration, is a major objective. The increased capability

1/Very High Frequency Omni-DirectiGo.al Range, Tactical Air
N vigation System.
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sought by development programs for en route an6 terminal ATC
operations must be matched by compatible upgrading of com-
munications systems if the full potential of the improve-
ments are to be realized. The communications program ex-
cludes the integral data links of the Discrete Address BLacon
System anO satellite systems which are covered by the ArC
Radar Beacon System/Beacon Program (03) and Satellite Pro-
grain (17), respectively.

07--APPROACH AND LANDING SYSTEMS PROGRAM

Devtlopment of the i.croave Landing Systems is the pri-
mary t st of this program. TLe program is also directed
toadrd improvement of the present Instrument Landing System
and existing lighting systems to meet current and near-term
operational requirements.

MLS is a p3rt of the Upgraded Third Generation ATC sys-
tem. It is to provide the precision, flexibility, and reli-
ability needed to match the operational procedure-, and capa-
city of the rest of the ATC system. Conventional Instrument
Landing System improvements are intended to increase the
present system's precision and decrease the siting effects.
In both cases, the advancement of safe all weather landing
capability is a goal.

08--AIRPORTS/AIRSIDE PROGRAM

This program covers airport layout and capacity improve-
ment; pavement design, testing, and rehabilitation; safety
support and airport surface surveillance, control, and quid-
ance.

FAA states that capacity requirements, construction
and operation costs, scarcity of land, safety, and community
concern are all generally opposing factors which must be
treated as an entity in order to exact maximum capacity and
cost effectiveness from contenj. rary and future airport
systems. Resultb of this program must be proven to be vi-
able to airport owners and operators to assure acceptance
and use.

09--AIRPORT/trA:-DSIDE

This program will measure and evaluate the capacity
of large airports from the landside: access to and egress
from airports, terminal buildings, parking, anc loading and
unloading. It will measure landside capacity restrictions
of major airports and analyze possible corrective measures
to inprove capacity. If feasible, simulation techniques

- [ DUC VEjT AVAIA BLE
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wil' De used to assess bottlenecks and evaluate methods of
co! recting these bottlenecks.

10--OCEANIC

The objective ot this program is to increase the capa-
city a.nd efficiency of oceanic air traffic control through
the development of an automated oceanic ATr system and the
development of the concepts and capabilities for interfac-
ing this system with satellite information systems. In-
cluded will be the development of a data processing and
display system to provide air traffic controllers with the
characteristics to meet oceanic control requirements.

11--ATC SYSTEMS COMMAND CENTER
AUTOMATION (FLOh`C--Ot'ZUiOL)

The objective of this program is to define and develop
the automation support required to improve the efficiency
of national airspace system management operations in the
ATC System Command Center. Th.! program includes the develop-
ment ot a centralized Llow control capability which, with
the local flow control accomplished at tne Air Route Traffic
Control Center, will exercise strategic control and coordina-
tion of national air traffic flow requirements.

12--LN ROUTE CONT'iGL PROGRAM

This rroa;am includes system engineering, development,
and test o: advanced automation capabilities for en route
control. Tre program also provides the- test-bed facilities
at the Nat'onal Aviation Facilities Experimental Center to
support the en route development activities and other engi-
neering ana development efforts to upgrade the third genera-
tion ATC system.

1i3--FLIGH'' SERVICE STATION PPOGRA:,.

This program is directed toward developing an improved
configuration of flight service station facilities which
will incorporate design advances and automated features to
replace preser.t labor-intensive methods of providing flight
services. FAA considers this essential for handling the
projected user demands for services at a reduced cost per
service unit. Tne development of an automated aviation
weather data base and automated pilot self-briefing and
flight plan filing terminals is part of the program.

;UU vENT AVAILABLE 74
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14--TERMINAL/TOOER CONTROL PROGRAM

This program is designed to provide a family of auto-
mated systems suitaole for the varied types and sizes of
terminal and tower ATC'facilities. FAA's objective is to
provide terminal/tower control facilities which can achieve
much higher levels of performance in safely expediting the
movement of air traffic.

15--AVIATION WEATHER PROGRAM

This program is to improve and modernize (through auto-
mation and improved techniques and sensors) acquisition,
processing, and dissemination of aviation weather iihforma-
tion. FAA has increased its emphasis on the detection, sens-
ing, tracking, and display of hazardous weather (severe
storms). Aviation weather information is becoming increas-
ingly necessary to enhance safety and insure the utility and
overall performance of the Naticn's airspace system in light
of automation and the growing capacity of the en r .,tt and
terminal ATC operations.

16--TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

This program evaluates technological advancements and 
their potential applications to present and future ATC sys-
tems. The program is divided into two main areas--ATC dis-
play technology and advanced computer technology--and will
provide the technology for follow-on development activities
for specific applications in ATC systems and subsystems.

17--SATELLI.TE PROGRAM

This program is designed to investigate and evaluate
satellite subsystems for potential ap[ ications in oceanic
and continental United States ATC and navigation. FAA plans
to use simulations and existing National Aeronautics and
Space Administration experimental satellite systems to estab-
lish the characteristics and operational standards for a
potential aeronautical satellite system. FAA believes that
improved communications in oceanic airspace will be required
to meet traffic growth projections. It has been agreed
internationally that satellite technology offers the most
promising solution. Further benefits to the-airspace system
may accrue from satellites by incorporation of a capability
to perform navigation a,d surveillance. The FAA engineering
and development plans also state that the potential for meet-
ing future continental ATC requirements by use of satellites
is sufficiently promising to be investigated. The AEROSAT
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portion of this program is a joint effort with the Curopean
Scientific Research Organization.

18--AIRCRAFT SAFErY PROGRAM

This program covers engineering and development to en-
hance civil aircraft safety. It demonstrates technical,
operational, and economic feasibility of safety improvements
and provides criteria for aircraft design, operations, main-
tcenance, and pilot performance; and for weapon and bomb de-
tection specifications. The program is divided irto fire
safety, transport safety, general aviation flight safety,
and aviation security program elements.

19--AVIATION MEDICINE

Tnis program is aimed at reducing the probability of
acciaents or incidents due to biomedical factors. The pro-
gram is also concerned with the health, performance, and
efficiency of aircrews under various environmental condi-
tions.

20--ENVIRGNiiENTAL PROTECTION PROGRAM

This program encompasses FAA efforts to identify and
minimize undesirable environmental effects attributable to
the air transportation system, including noise, emissions,
and land use. Increased air traffic, particularly by jets,
has focused public, governmental, and industry attention
on the need to reduce adverse environmental impact. This
program demonstrates the technical, operational, and eco-
nomic feasibility of ways to accomplish these goals and
provides the data for rulemaking, certification compliance
techniques that meet the requirements in relevant public
laws, and environmental assessments.

21--SUPPORT PROGRAM

This program is designed to provide engineering and
aevelopment in areas that are not directly accommodated
unaer any other program. At present, these include the
development of improved and more economical terminal,
en route, and landing system performance assurance tech-
niques, which transfer the burden from flight measurements
to ground-Dased systems.

A program to minimize or eliminate the effects of wake
turbulence, which would permit reduced aircraft separation
requirements, was included in this program but recently
transferred to program -0--Airport/Airside.
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MAJOR FAA PROCRAMS INVOLVING NAFEC

U1--SYSTEM PROGRAM

The National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center,
under this program, is involved in system planning and design
and caLries out flight and air traffic control simulations in
support of system design.

PAA review results:
ATC systemseriormance measures and
separations stan a7ds (PAA 01-253)

NAFEC's effort in this program area agreement deals with
studies ana analyses of criteria for aircraft separation in
,omestic and international ATC environments. The work in-

volves col'ection, reduction, and analysis of performance
data, sucn as tnat pertinent to existing and proposed air-
space separation standards. This information will be used to
proviae collision-risk analysis, cost-effectiveness analysis,
and studies of the inpact of proposed levels of safety on
separation standards and ATC system performance needs.

Previous NAFEC work in this area involved looking at
AYC system performance data from the standpoint of voice
conmmunications and automation.

In our review of the center's continuing work in the
area of separation standards, we found that NAFEC, along with
trie }ITRE Corporation, has planned for and carried out data
collection pertaining to the United States mainland to Hawaii
oceanic route. Preliminary studies on risk and cost analysis
in the use of separation standards have also been completed.

Personnel and funding resources applied by NAFEC during
fiscal year 1975 and anticipated in 1976 are:

NAFEC NAFEC funding distribution
statf-years In-house Contract Total

(000 omitted) - -

1975 (note a) 28 $ 575 $ 98 $ 773
1976 (note a) 13 334 279 613

Total 41 $1,009 $377 $1,386

a/PAA 01-203.

BEST DOCUMENT AVAILABLE
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02--RADAR PROGRAM

At NAFEC the program provides the test and evaluation
support required to obtain improved airport and en route
surveillance radar aetection capability. This work involves

--sustaining engineering;

--new and improved subsystems; and

--improved radaz tracking for automated facilities.

03--ATC RADAR BEACON
SYSTEM/BEACON PROGRAM

Under this program, NAFEC is to provide surveillance
data of sufficient quality and reliability to permit auto-
matic processing and display of these data for air traffic
control. Activities include improving existing performance
and testing new concepts and equipment.

PAA review results:
Intermittent positive control simulation
(PAAs 01-260 and 03-260)

In these PAAs iWAFEC makes preliminary simulation inves-
tigations of ATC system interactions with the new Intermittent
Positive Control development program and assesses pilot re-
actions to the program by using a general aviation aircraft
simulator. Intermittent Positive Control is a ground-based
collision avoidance service being developed to provide pilots
with warning advisories and collision avoidance commands to
prevent impending collisions.

NAFEC has completed initial verification tests of the
simulation test bed, and tests to determine ATC system inter-
actions are now underway. Some improvements in software
logic have been claimed as a result of these tests.

Pilot reactions are being assessed by Lincoln Laboratory,
Lexington, Massachusetts, through flight testing. FAA plan-
ning of NAFEC's and the contractor's work was not coordinated,
and a possible overlap has recently been identified. As yet,
tne FAA program manager has not come to a decision on the
action to be taken. Pending a decision, NAFEC continues to
plan the simulations.

Personnel and funding resources applied by NAFEC during
fiscal year 1975 and anticipated in 1976 are:
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NAFEC NAFEC fundinL
staff-years In-house Contract TotaT

(000 omicted) --

1975 (note a) 26:-! $ 640 $ 460
1976 (note b) 29 730 - 730

Total 55 $1,370 - $1,370

a/PAAs 01-260 and! 03-260.

o/PAA 03-260.

04--NAVIGATION PROGRAM

At NAFEC, this program includes area navigation, as de-
scribed in the following section of PAA review results, anti
other effort to improve navigation systems. Specific activi-
ties include tne evaluation of antenna systems, citing crl-
teria and new system equipment. Distance Measuring Equipment
efforts provide for the development of techniques and equip-
ment for increased capacity and digital data broadcasting.
Efforts to supplement the present navigation system with very
low frequency techniques and replace Long-Range N'avigation
are underway.

PAA review results:
RNAV (PAAs 04-210, 024-276,
04-310 and 04-363

Generally, airplanes do not fly in a straight line frcm
the point of takeoff to destination. Flight routes usually
follow a series of straight courses that angle and dogleg
because they are set up around ground-located navigation aids.
RNAV permits navigation on direct routes to any destination
or intermediate point. This simpler means of navigation
should save flight time and cost, reduce pilot and controller
workloads, and reduce the amount of needed radio co,]munica-
tion.

RNAV is a part of FAA's program to upgrade the present
ATC system and is unique because it is the only part of that
program, so far, being implemented. A number of avionic.
firms have developed equipment of varying sophistication.
Comparatively simple units have been installed in several
thousand general aviation aircraft and more complex units
in a tcw airline aircraft. Some high-altitude and terminal-
area routes and approach procedures have been established to
permit the us., of RNAV.
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In spite of the advantages claimed for IRN.V, users and
controllers of the ATC system are reluctant to accept this
new approach to navigation. As a result, implementation has
been much slower than anticipated by RNAV advocates. FAA
attributes this to

--evaluations oeing conducted in .reas where congested
airspace prevented the application of ideal RNAV
routes,

--low numbers of aircraft involved in the evaluation
which resulted in few pilots who were really "at
home" with tne equipment and procedures,

--the mixture of RNAV and non-RNAV aircraft, which
seriously complicated terminal area cont:ol, and

--studies indicating that expected shorter route ad-
vantages were considerably less than expected..

FAA is identifying user and Government costs and bene-
fits, estaoiisning avionics standards, validating concepts,
and pLovioing the basis for new route structures and proce-
oures. The objective is to enable FAA and users to weigh
the pros and cons of RJiAV, determine implementation impact
on operations, and, if nocessary, modify the degree and
timning of implementation.

RNAV investigation simulation
studies (PAAs 04-210 and 04-276)

These PAAs involve development and simulation activities
leading co the application of RNAV equipment and techniques.
Objectives of the work are to provide (1) design concepts and
metnoos for route striuctures, (2) requirements for naviga-
tional aids and RNAV equipment, (3) payoff analysis for RNAV
a;plications in nigh-density terminals, (4) ATC procedures
£or RNAV use, and (-) resolution of man-to-machine interface
prolems.

In its route structure work, NAFEC is part of a team in-
cluaing contractor and FAA personnel. This work involves
manual design, as it was previously found that developing
route structures for air navigation is judgmental and can be
automated only to a limited degree. Effort is being directed
to botn h igh.- and low-altitude routes, interfaces between
them and with terminals within the structures. Navigational
aid requirements are being addressed, along with route
structuring. NAFEC has ieveloped a hypothetical high-altitude
route structure for payoff analysis and validation of concepts
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and has completed an interim report on this development.
Plans for low-altitude structure development were recently
completed.

Various RNAV simulation activities involving NAFEC and
the contractor are underway to aid in determining avionics
requirements and to identify and resolve man-to-machine
problems in the cockpit related to the pilots' use of equip-
ment. NAFEC recently completed plans for a high-altitude
route simv.ulation to (1) validate findings of contractor
simulations, (2) identify RNAV advantages or disadvantages,
and (3) support route structure design. A joint NAFEC and
contractor activity is also underway for New York terminal
area simulation.

Personnel and funding resources applied by NAFEC during
fiscal year 1975 and anticipated in 1976 are:

NAFEC NAFEC funding
staff-years In-house Cortract Total

-- ;000 omitted)-

1975 (note a) 31 $ 757 $ 95 $ 852
1976 (note o) 36 931 139 1,070

Total 67 $1,688 $234 $1,922

a/PAA 04-210.

D/PAAs 04-210 and 04-276.

RNAV avionics investigation
(PAAs 04-310 and 04-363)

NAFEC's effort in these programs involves laboratory and
flight test and evaluation to support RNAV application in the
Nation's airspace system. Objectives include evaluation of
representative RNAV equipment of varying levels of sophisti-
cation for general aviation and air carrier use. Another
objective is to validate RNAV simulation studies. NAFEC has
planned and conducted tests and expects to report on'the re-
sults of their work.

Personnel and funding resources applied by NAFEC during
fiscal year 1975 and anticipated in 1976 are:

BEST DOCUMENT AVAILABLE
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0AFEC NAFEC funding
staff-years In-house Contract Tota-

(000 omitted)

1975 (note a) 27 $660 $10 $ 670
1976 (note b) 13 320 35 355

Total 40 $980 $45 $1,025

a/PAA 04-310.

b/PAA 04-363.

05--AIRBORNE SEPARATION
ASSURANCE PROGRAM

The overall NAFEC objective in this program is to sup-
port the preparation of concepts and recommendations for air-
borne systems and subsystems to minimize the probability of
midair collisions under Instrument Flight Rule and Visual
Flight Rule operating conditions. Engineering data is being
collected through flight testing, laboratory simulations,
analysis, and experimentation. NAFEC's work complements that
of the Transportation Systems Center, National Bureau of
Standards, Air Force, and industry. Investigation of human
factors in NAFEC's collision prevention laboratory supports
the development of conspicuity enhancement techniques for
airborne proximity warning displays.

PAA review results:
Airborne collision avoidance
system (PEA 05-111)

This PAA included the planning, performance and report-
ing of flight tests of a McDonnell Douglas Electronics Company
airborne collision avoidance system to acquire engineering
data for evaluating and comparing this system with other con-
tractors' systems. Another NAFEC task dealt with sensitivity
simulations and studies on the effect of such equipment on the
ATC system.

The McDonnell Douglas system consisted of two commercial
aviation (air carrier) units, two general aviation units, and
associated ground equipment. An Air Force test of a similar
system in 1973 revealed problems in the general aviation
units. The contractor redesigned the units, and these are
being tested by LNAFEC. The Naval Air Development Cencer,
ivarminister, Pennsylvania, assisted FAA in evaluating compet-
ing contractors' airborne collision avoidance equipment. This
Navy activity tested units built by Honeywell, Inc., and RCA.
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Sensitivity investigations were also conducted by NAFEC
to arrive at quantitative e;xpressions of potential ATC/air-
borne collision avoidance systems interactions leading to
(1) how the air traffic controller adapts to such equipment
and (2) whether additional regulations would be needed.

NAFEC has recently been asked to provide engineering
assistance and support to the Transportation Systems Center
in the procurement, testing, and evaluation of another col-
lision avoidance system, 'he Litchford system. 'his work is
scheduled for completion in September 1976.

Personnel and funding resources applied by NAFEC during
fiscal year 1975 ana anticipated in 1976 are:

NAFEC NAFEC funding__
staff-years In--house Contract Total

(0I00 omitted)

1975 (note a; 53 $1,275 $347 $1,622
l976 (note a) 42 1,081 168 1,249

Total 95 $2,356 $515 $2,871

a/'PAA 05-111

06--CO'ilUNWICAT IONS PROGRAM

:qAFEC's participation in this proYram involves the im-
provement of existing equipment and dvelopment of new equip-
ment or systems for the exchange of intelligence. The cen-
ter's efforts deal with (1) ongoing laboratory and field test
and evaluation of equipment, systems, and components proposed
as improvements to the air-to-ground voice communications sys.-
tems anu (2) support of FAA and contractor personnel in the
aesign and evaluation of an air-to-grcund communications
facility.

07--APPROACH AND LANDING SYSTEMS PROGRAM

NAFEC's iactivities in tnis program support tne develop-
ment, test, and evaluation of MLS, Improved instrument Land-
ing Systems, Lli(qnt controls and diisplays, and Visual
Guidance/'Airp.rt iiqhti!.q Systems. It also provides assist-
ance to the field Oy evaluating JnoxJifications to improve
operational systems.
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PAA review results:
iicrowave l-a-ing systems (PAA 07-315)

In this program NAFEC supplied ground and airborne test
facilities to support contractors' testing of feasibility
mooels. These tests were aimed at evaluating alternative
:-LS techniques. During a subsequent test, NAFEC will tech-
nically and operationally evaluate prototype systems at the
center and at operational sites.

MLS is being developed to overcome shortcomings of the
present main guidance system--the Instrument Landing System.
T'ne Instrument Landing System guides aircraft through any
weather on a single approach to the runway. However, it can-
not be located at every runway since the surrounding terrain
can be a proolem. Furthermore, it is susceptible to inter-
ference from reflecting-objects, such as buildings, hangars,
and other aircraft. MLS is being designed to minimize these
problems and permit instrument approacnes from a variety of
angles. MLS is scheduled to replace the Instrument Landing
Systems in the 1980s.

NAFEC will test the MLS at airports having known instru-
,nent Landing System siting problems. Static and flight tests
will be conducted to determinethe performance of the units
in proolem operating environments.

NAFEC personnel and funding during fiscal year 1975 and
anticipated in 1976 are:

NAFEC NAFEC funding_
staff-years In-house Contract Total

(000 omitted)-

1975 (note a) 37 $ 909 $ 629 $1,538
!976 63 1,606 395 2,001

Total 100 $2,515 $1,024 $3,539

a/PAA 07-315.

08--AIRPCRTS/AIRSIDE PROGRAM

NiAFEC is directly involved in two areas:

--Airport safety--Support work in this area involves the
development of new firefighting agents, equipment,
systems, and techniques applicable to jet airports.
Airport pavement activities provide test and evaluation
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in runway surface friction including development of an
optimum configuration for grooving runways, effects of
rubber removal by high pressure water jets, and dynamic
load on flexible pavements. An additional activity
involves determining the physical properties of ATC
tower cab glass applicable to a national standard.

--Airport Surface Tralfic Control--Activities in this
ar-a involve technical support for the development of
a system for airport surface traffic control by the
Transportation Systems Center.

NAFEC estimates of funding and manpower for this program
increased substantially during fiscal year 1976 because of
the shift of FAA efforts on low-level air turbulence (wind
shear/wake vortex) from program 21, Support, to program 08,
Airport/Airside.

12--EN ROUTE CONTROL PROGRAM

Under this program .'AEC evaluated hardware and s-ftware
improvements and additions to the en route portion of the
:.ation's airspace system. System engineering supoort is )re-
viied for oesigning ana testing system improvements and [cr
resolving local and field problems.

PAA review results:
pgrauea tnlrd ATC functional

and system cievelopment (PAA .1..2-126)

NAFLC personnel with air traffic controller oackground
evaluate proposed ATC hiaroware and s:.ftare improvements us-
ing simulation equiprrent. This work involves the en route
portion of the airspace system rather than the terminal area
portion, which is covere in program, 14, Terminal/Tower Con-
trcl. Past simulation testing has involved work with a con-
tlict- alert enhancement leature in high-altitude sectors, and
this effort is continuing. Conflict alert provides air traf-
fic controllers with a warning on their displavs of possible
violations of aircraft separation stanciards. NAiCL com:Oleted
tests verifying the program design and conducted operational
system tests Defore delivery to the field. NAFEC persornel
also participated in the first field site test.

Personnel and funding by NAFEC during fiscal year 1975
and anticipated in 1976 are:
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NAFEC NAFEC fundinq_
stafT- e ars In-house Contract Total

-- (000 omitted)

1977 (note a) 2D $600 $15 $615
1976 14 368 - 368

Total 39 $968 $15 $983

a/FAA 12-126.

13--FLIGHT SERVICE STATION PRCOGRAM

The effort at NA£EC is described in the following section
and includes prel.iminary planning for the estab. ;shmei.t of a
test facility wherein long-term improvements and systrem en-
hance.ents may te developed and evaluated.

PAA review resn:ults:
lcder. zed - llItiit scrv ice station

d esig, , tevaiu,-t' l i-- - traded b;TC
svstem/neaL--alrtnl !-IIQjt service
station enq neecr ln Ilr r ove mellts S
i PAAs 13-2'>-.n j 1T3-o ',)

JNAFEC 's work is related to improving the flight service
station system, Roth for tne FAA program to upgrade the ATC
system and for near.-term improvements to e;:istinq stations.
The flight station facilities serve pilots thiough specialists
who provide weather data and navigation assistance, acrceL
flight plans, and offer other services, such as preparing and
distributing notices about the operational status of ATC fa--
cilities and airports.

In the f1ihit service station area pertaining to the FAA
program to upljrade the ATC sv ter, ;iAFEC participates in
several activlties which involve (1) assessing the value of
automation ail-; for wcat.her intormation and eqcuipment/airport
operational notices, (2) developing an; evaluating a new en
route flight auvisory service console for station specialists,
ano (3) it;vestigatinaq. the usefulness of self-briefinq termi-
nals for pilots in remote locations. The center has started
its evaluation of the en route advisory service console .nd
has completed Lield experiments on pilot self-briefing
terminals. NAFEC plans to report on the results of this work.

The center is also involved in the development and evalu-
ation of near-term improvements for the existing flight serv-
ice station system. Although specific work definition and
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funds are needed, the work generally requires (1) establishing
a laboratory for evaluating flight service station develop-
ments and improvements, (2) developing an updated medium-size
station by using off-the-shelf equipment, and (3) evaluating
proposed improvements. Some effort leading to testing an im-
proved automatic telephone weather answering service has been
completed by contractors with NAFEC support.

NAFEC personnel and funding during fiscal year 1975 and
anticipated in 1976 are:

NAFEC NAFEC funding_
staff-years In-house Contract Total

. (000 omitted)

1975 (note a) 20 $496 $ 48 $ 544
1976 (note a) 20 503 591 1,094

Total 40 $999 $639 $1,638

a/PAAs 13-251 and 13-265.

14--TERMINAL/TOWER CONTROL PROGRAM

.NAFEC's efforts are directed toward reducing the number
and difficulty of tasks required of the human controller and
making the best use of data available within the terminal/
tower facilities.

PAA review results: Automated
raoar terminal systems enhancement
(PAA 14-129)

NAFEC's effort concerns testing and verifying contractor-
furnisned computer programs by air traffic controllers in a
simulated environment at NAFEC and "live" in the field. The
computer programs are intended to assist ATC by (1) determin-
ing speed and altitude adjustments needed to meter traffic.
flow and provide optimum spacing for landing aircraft,
(2) alerting controllers of predicted conflicts between two
or more aircraft when their separation is less than prescribed
minimums, and (3) alerting controllers when controlled air-
craft are descending below minimum safe altitudes in terminal
areas.

NAFEC, along with FAA and contractor personnel, is to
assure that the metering and spacing program is acceptable
for a field appraisal at the Denver airport. This effort is
to be made on simulation equipment located at NAFEC. NAFEC
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is to prepare the field appraisal test plan, control the
"live" tests by Denver air traffic controllers, and prepare
a final test report.

For the conflict alert task, data collection and devel-
opment of scenario tapes involving various conflict situa-
tions are continuing. NAFEC is to conduct simulations to
ascertain computer program performance and prepare a report
on the results.

Under the minimum safe altitude effort, NAFEC completed
verification tests of the contractor's program with both
simulated and "live" aircraft traffic. Further simulations
are planned on a contractor-furnished program for integrating
both metering and spacing and conflict prediction.

Personnel and funding applied by NAFEC during fiscal
year 1975 and anticipated in 1976 are:

NAFEC NAFEC funding
staff-years In-house Contract Total

(000 omitted)

1975 (note a) 34 $ 833 $ 7 $ 840
1976 (no:e a) 21 526 60 586

Total 55 $1,359 $67 $1,426

a/PAA 14-129.

15--AVIATION WEATHER PROGRAM

This program is to improve methods of neasuring visibil-
ity and ceiling information provided to the pilot and con-
troller. Sustaining engineering efforts are to provide more
cost-effeztive measurement systems and equipment. Two metc-
orological towers have been installed at NAFEC for evaluating
slant-rarge visibility measurement techniques. A test bed has
been established to evaluate runway visual range system im-
provements and international systems of this type.

16--TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

NAFEC provides the resources for (1) state-of-the-art
maintenance in data entry and display technology, (2) evalua-
tion of available and developmental data entry and display
devices, techniques, and procedures for specific ATC applica-
tion, (3) participation in new system design at the man-to-
machine interface level, and (4) development of laboratory
facilities and specialists to achieve these goals.
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17--SATELLITE PROGRAM

NAFEC's objectives in this program are to obtain
satellite system design data and to establish a test bed
for evaluation and demonstration.

18--AIRCRAFT SAFETY PROGRAM

NAFEC's involvement in this program encompasses many
areas, several of which are described below.

1. General aviation flight safety includes determining
causal factors of general aviation aircraft accidents
and the operational conditions which produce propeller
olade fatigue failures.

2. Pilot performance includes determining the accept-
ability of pilot ground trainers as pilot training
and flight check devices.

3. Aircraft airworthiness involves determining optimum
locations for the placement of explosive devices en-
ccuntered on board civil transport aircraft.

4. Modified fuel activities includes effort directed
toward developing modified turbine fuels designed
to avoid a conflagration on impact and providing a
modified fuel specification.

5. General aviation crash safety involves (1) the devel-
opment and evaluation of methods for improving general
aviation crashworthiness with emphasis on test methods
for inclusion in regulations and (2) tne design and
testing of a crash-resistant fuel system.

6. Cabin crash safety activities are described in the
following section.

PAA review results:
Minimize airframe crash fire hazards and
aircraft systems ire safety
(PAAs 18-443 an5Ul-6471)

NAFEC is concerned with the need to reduce fuel system
and cab.n fi ( nazards during flight and crash conditions.
Due to priorities and funding levels, we reviewed the center's
continuing work in the area of cabin crash safety.
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L;AFEC has planned and is conducting a series of
laboratory and aircraft cabin, fire tests to determine (1) the
smoke and toxic gas hazards resulting from the burning of
cabin materials, (2) the ability of cabin compartmentation
concepts to provide protection against fire, smoke, toxic
gases, and high temperatures, and (3) the degree of safety
provided to the passengers by fire suppression systems.

Preliminary studies have determined methods of measuring
toxic gases from burning materials and establisneo initial
hazard rankings for the materials. Tne dispersion effective-
ness of a fire suppression system has beea demonstrated, and
fire suppression tests are planned. NAFEC also demonstrated
the feasibility of using a cannister, along with existing
oxygen face masks, to chemically filter certain toxic gases.
Tne center plans to prepare reports on these efforts.

Work on toxic gases produced by burning materials and
the effects of these gases on experimental animals is divided
between NAFEC and the FAA'S Civil Aeromedical Institute.
iNeither organization had the facilities or expertise to in-
aividually undertake the total work effort. The National
6uread o Starndardz is investigating the flashfire propensity
of cabin material for NAFEC.

Work on a fire-protective magnetic tape to assure surviv-
ability of crew voice recordings was dropped by NAFEC because
it was felt the objective was beyond the state of the art.

Personnel and funding resources applied by NAFEC during
fiscal year 1975 and anticipated in 1976 are:

NAFEC NAFEC funding
staff-years In-house Contract Total

(000 omitted)

1l75 (note a) 11 $263 $108 $ 371
1976 (note b) 23 598 220 818

Total 34 $861 $328 $1,189

a/PAA 1a-443.

b/PAA 18-471.
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20-ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PROGRAM

NAFEC's role in this program has been directed into two
basic areas: (1) aircraft propulsion system air pollution and
(2) evaluation and control of sonic boom. A brief description
of these areas and NAFEC's participation is presented below.

1. To comply with the standards of the Environmental
Protection Agency, aircraft propulsion systems are
being evaluated to determine (a) the cause of vari-
ability in exhaust emission requirements and the
effects of engine operating time on the emission
levels of typical reciprocating engines and (b) the
limits of emission level reduction which can safely
be achieved by engine operation and design changes.

2. Activities to evaluate and control the sonic boom
consist of operating an airborne meteorological sens-
ing and recording system and processing magnetic tapes
of sonic boom data recorded on the ground.

21--SUPPORT PROGRAM

NAFEC's role in this program has been related to the FAA
effort to minimize or eliminate wake turbulance as an impedi-
ment to air traffic.
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MAJOR FAA PROGRAMS INVOLVING TSC

03--AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL RADAR
BEACON SYSTEM 7(ATCRBS) PROGRAM

FAA sponsored this project to improve the performance
and capacity of ATCRBS. The project director said that
system improvements were needed because the original ATCRBS
antennas (1940 vintage) produced false targets on aircraft

controller equipment and might misdirect aircraft. The inci-

dence of false targets varies, depending on the buildings and

terrain at the equipment locations. The Transportation Sys-
tems Center R&D approach was to design and test new antennas

to alleviate the problem.

As of October 1975, TSC had designed three new antennas.

An open array interrogator antenna has been tested at NAFEC

and at airport sites in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and Las Vegas,
Nevada. It is now being tested at Oakland, California. A

phased-array antenna and a reflector-type antenna have been

developed by TSC and are scheduled for testing at NAFEC in

fiscal year 1976. Other R&D tasks for this project include

(1) testing the antenna energy output and (2) developing an

antenna that handles both radar and antenna frequencies.

For 1976, TSC plaris to (1) complete field testing of

interrogator antennas, (2) test and evaluate monopulse
techniques, and (3) develop equipment specifications. This

project received over $5.7 million and required 47.8 staff

years for fiscal years 1971 through 1975. The project director

said that over 56 percent of the R&D funds-was for out-of-house
work. Estimated 1976 projectfunding is $600,000.

04--NAVIGATION PROGRAM -

Short take-off and landing (STOL)
navigation and guidance study

FAA concern over how STOL aircraft affect terminal area

operations led to this project. The project's objective was

to define STOL aircraft performance characteristics, which

would affect terminal area operations, by

--gathering data on STOL aircraft performance to provide
mathematical and simulation models,

--investigating STOL terminal area navigation and
surveillance, and

--evaluating rplot eowermance.
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This project, which was completed in fiscal year 1974,
received over $1.8 million and required 23 staff years for
fiscal years 1971 through 1974.

05--AIRBORNE SEPARATION ASSURANCE PROGRAM

Airborne proximity warning indicator (APWI)

In 1971, NASA transferred its optical proximity warning
indicator development program to TSC. FAA then funded the
program in 1972 and broadened it to include a determina-
tion of whether an APWI could be used for general aviation.
FAA's objective is to have TSC develop data and define system
concepts and specifications for an APWI. At June 30, 1974, TSC
had (1) developed a visual detection simulation facility and
preliminary system specifications, (2) initiated procurement
of experimental hardware, and (2) established collision avoid-
ance system performance requirementS.

This project received over $2.7 million of FAA funding
and required 28.6 staff years for fiscal years 1971 through
1975.

06--COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

Air-to-ground data link development

FAA's engineering and development program is concerned
with improving air-to-ground communications and thus sponsored
an R&D project on Air-Ground Data Link Development to

--evaluate a mobile frequency communications bank for
air-to-ground digital data transmission,

--develop and evaluate a data link cockpit display,

--evaluate interfaces needed between controllers and
automated data link equipment, and

--develop an experimental data link system for evaluation
of systems communications.

TSC has tested and evaluated transmitting and receiving
equipment and cockpit displays to be used in the data link
system. In 1976, TSC plans to (1) complete data on experi-
mental operation of the system, (2) coordinate the system
with experimental ATC facilities at NAFEC and weather service
facilities, and (3) operate the system with multiple
air-to-ground communications sites. The project manager
advised us that FAA will develop computer programs for the
data link system after TSC completes its tests and experiments.
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This project received over $3.3 million and required
48.8 staff years for fiscal years 1971 through 1975. Estimated
funding for 1976 is $90,000.

07--APPROACH AND LANDING SYSTEMS PROGRAM

Instrument landing system (ILS)
performance pred ctlon

FAA requested TSC to develop a method of predicting ILS
performance when.new airport buildings are constructed,
facilities are upgraded, different ILS antennas are used, and
terrain conditions are less than ideal. The primary objective
is to develop a computer model to predict ILS performance and
to test alternative equipment locations.

This project received over $1.9 million and required about
25.3 staff years from 1971 through 1975. Estimated funding for
1976 is $170,000. Project completion is scheduled in 1976.

08--AIRPORTAIRSIDE PROGRAM

Aircraft wake vortex avoidance

One of FAA's broad objectives is to increase capacity at
major airports without degradation of safety. An impediment
to safe and efficient air traffic flow is the potential
hazard due to trailing wake vortices in the terminal area.
The separation between arriving aircraft was increased, at the
cost of capacity, when wide-bodied aircraft were introduced.

FAA sponsored a wake vortex avoidance R&D project. Its
objective is the design and development of a wake vortex
avoidance system for high-density aircraft terminals to allow
for decreased separations between arriving and departing air-
craft and increased capacity while maintaining a high level
of safety. At June 12, 1975, the following project tasks
were complete.

--Study of current aircraft separations.

--Design and preliminary development of vortex detection
and tracking sensors.

--Establish and evaluate vortex detection and tracking
sensors at Kennedy Airport, New York,

--Formulate a vortex prediction model.
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--Design a meteorological-based vortex advisory system.

Short-term project results are expected to provide for
increased capacity and safety at high-density airport term-
inals. In the long run, efficient use of this system will
allow a greater terminal operation capacity at decreased
costs.

This project received FAA funding of over $6.4 million
arnd required 53.2 staff years from 1971 through 1975. The
estimated 1976 funding is $1.8 million.

In 1976, TSC plans to (1) verify the vortex predictive
model, (2) design the avoidance system, (3) evaluate the
advisory system, and (4) select a vortex detection and track-
ing sensor.

The project manager said that the basic systems design
work is done in-house but that TSC usually contracts for
hardware items when needed.

Airport surface traffic control

FAA sponsored this project in 1972 because the existing
control system at airports was experiencing problems with
large workloads for airport controllers, delays during peak
hours, and poor visibility. Its objectives are (1) to de-
velop and demonstrate traffic control subsystems which
would meet individual airport requirements for surface
surveillance, control, communications, and guidance for
surface traffic and (2) to prepare system design documenta-
tion on the various subsystems for use by airport authorities
in selecting systems that meet their individual requirements.

At June 17, 1975, TSC had completed several project
tasks. Airport surface detection equipment had been modified
at 13 airports to decrease maintenance cost and increase re-
liaoility. A surface detection radar display system has been
developed and tested at Kenaed.y Airport, New York. In 1976,
TSC plans to

*--design and develop a specification for an advanced
tower-automated ground surveillance system,

--field test an automated intersection control system
at NAFEC,

--field test ATC radar beacon system sensors for---round
location purposes,
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--develop a new surface surveillance radar, and

--fabricate controller display systems.

In 1977, development will begin on an engineering model
of an advanced surveillance system which will provide a
synthetic alphanumeric display for tower controllers. TSC
also plans to fabricate and field test a new surface sur-
veillance radar.

This project received over $6.4 million and required
74.2 staff years for 1971 through 1975. Estimated funding
for 1976 is $2.5 million.

16--TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

Future data processing

To upgrade and improve the capacity of the ATC system,
FAA sponsored an R&D project in 1971 on data processing. The
oDjective was to explore advanced computer hardware and soft-
ware designs to meet future ATC requirements. TSC's worK con-
sisted mainly of investigations and analyses of large-scale
computer systems and resulted in an evaluation of a discrete
address beacon system processor and a multiprocessor system
using parallel and serial processors.

An FAA project manager said that a principal purpose
of the project was to determine if the use of parallel data
processing in ATC programing was technically feasible and
economically practicable. The project was completed in
1975 and showed that parallel processing was feasible and
efficient but not conoumical. In October 1975, FAA was re-
viewing the project resu.ts.

The project received over $2.1 million in FAA funding
and required 32 staff years during 1971-75.

17--SATELLITE PROGRAM

Aeronautical satellite system

This project supports FAA in system design, avionics de-
velopment, and evaluation of an aeronautical satellite (AEROSAT)
system for advanced oceanic ATC. The project evolved from
TSC's previous work in satellite communication, navigation,
and surveillance concepts. By June 27, 1975, TSC had (1)
completed L Band flight experiments, (2) initiated procurement
of an L Band Test Avionics System, and (3) completed an AEROSAT
laboratory test facility.
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In 1976, TSC plans to continue test and development of
the L Band Test Avionics System and to provide support to
FAA on the AEROSAT ground segment.

This project received over $5.7 million and required
about 56.4 staff years Lor 3971-75. The estimated 1976 fund-
ing is about $2.4 million. A TSC project summary, dated
June 27, 1975, estimate. total project funding at about $19.3
million and anticipates completion beyond 1979.

TRANSPORTATION-SPONSORED PPD JECT 1/

Advanced air traffic management
system (AATMS)

Transportation sponsored this R&D because of its con-
cern that the ATC system being developed for use in the
1980s might not be able to accommodate demands of the 1990s
and beyond. The major purpose of the AATMS was to (1) de-
fine future ATC systems requirements, processes, and proce-
dures of air traffic management and (2) conduct comparative
evaluations to determine a system which will handle future
requirements at minimal cost. The project was undertaken
to provide Transportation with a long-range plan for an air
management system designed to accommodate air traffic growth
projected for the 1990s.

A TSC final r2port estimated that between 1972 and 1995
the growth in air transportation will result in

--an eight-fold increase in the number of revenue-
passenger miles,

--a doubling of the air carrier fleet,

--a 150-percent increase in the size of the general
aviation fleet,

--a tripling of the number of general aviation operations,

--a. 50-percent increase in the number of civil airports,
and

--a 150-percent increase in the number of aircraft air-
borne at peak time.

l/Included in our rcview because it was the highest dollar
cost aviation R&D oroject a~tTSC through FY 1975.
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The principal features of the air management system are
(1) use of satellites for surveillance, navigation, and com-
munications, (2) tactical and strategic control 1/ of air-
crai-t, and (3) increased automation of the system. This
R&D project has been completed and it was concluded that the
use of satellites would result in centralization and induce
savings in system operation costs. An official said that
the results of this project would be used by both Transpor-
tation and FAA in their long-range R&D planning.

The AATMS project received over $9.4 million and re-
quired 80.9 staff-years of effort at TSC during 1971-75.
Project officials estimated that about 50 percent of
the R&D work was done out of house because of expertise
needed, cost, and time for completion.

1/Under tactical control, the flight path is modified through
a series of ATC instructions while with strategic control,
the aircraft flight path is essentially predetermined.
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MAJOR FAA PROGRAMS INVOLVING CAMI

19--AVIATION MEDICINE PROGRAM

Phisiology a13oratory

1. Survey of intermediate vision problems of senior pilots

This project was initiated at the request of the Federal
Air Surgeon tc uetermine how much of a problem intermediate
vision is among oldec pilots in reading instrument panels and
tne most acceptable and safe means of correcting the problem.
The users of the information from the study will be the Office
of Aviation Medicine in determining the need for regulatory
action.

Start Coripletion FY 76 estimates
date aate Leaf f-vears Cost

7/73 6/76 1.6 S33,000

2. Protection of flignt attendants from hypoxia following
aecompress ion

ine project was initiatec Dy the research cranch chief
as a followus to rosearch done as a result of the 1973 rP-10
airlirer deco,;:ression over New Mexico. The puroose ? -o
deter..liie now soon suoplemental. oxeygn has to be obt ' y
working !ligi] attendants in the event cf rapid, se,
compression.

rne airlines will be the primary users of tne i.';,-rma-
tion aevelopeo, wnicn is anticipated to show that supplemental
oxygen for flight attendants will nave to be ootained immeci-
ately from tne passenger-type drop ma: s rather than a port-
able. oxygen systern.

Start Completion FY 76 estimates
cate date Staff-years Cost

7/75 1/76 2.2 351,500

3. le,:elopment of the aviation stress protocol--simulation and
performance physiologic-l and biochemical monitoring system

Trne project was initiated by the Aviation Physiology
Lardoratory. lne project is to establish a uniform test bed
lor testing pilots and air traffic controllers in the area of
stress workloau measuring response. Information obtained may
be used in aeveloping a test for identifying accident-prone
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people. The users of the information will be Flight Standards
Service of FAA, Office of Aviation Medicine (OAM), and pilots
in evaluating their flying ability.

Start Completion FY 76 estirnaes
date date Staf-yea rs Cost

7/75 9/76 2.2 $111,200

4. Stress in aic traffic controllers

The project was initiated ny the Air Traffic Service to
test the etfect of boredom on low flight density ATC person-
nel and to determine ,hether this boredom hag an effect on
the controllers.' aility to handle vaLious situations;. The
project aeals with the biomedical determination of workload
and st' ;s in ATC personnel which is considered of high prior-
ity. The users of the information developed will be the Air-,
Traffic Service,

Start Completion FY 76 estimate.
ia te d- te f-ye a r Co3t

1/76 1/77 1.3 $28,300

iox. ic ¢,I O l.]_o aoratory

I. Toxicological examinations in accident investigations

This project wa?: initiated at the Lequest of the National
Transportation Satety Uoard (NrSB). The pro]?ct is to collect
statisltcal data on the number of incidents Lnvolvini the use
of toxicological drugs in accidents. The data collected will
be proviced to 4TSB for use in determining probable accident
cau'scz.

Start Completion FY 76 estim.ates
a t e 9 atP Stf-years st

~!/67 Cont fnlui nq. 4 $106,500

2. Patnoio,;y in aircraft accident investigations

'n"is project wa5 iaiitiated at CAMI to improve the col-
lectien of ,ore accurate autopsy information from victims of
fatal aircraft accidents. The ultimate aim for this data is
to educate pilots and a.viation medical examiners (AME) of
conlit:ons which could be datrerous in the operation of an
aircraft or the need tor improved safety practices and equip-
-ent. ''te ultimate users will be pilots and AME's and, to a
lesser aegrce, the NTSB and aircraft designers and builders.
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Start Completion FY 76 estimates
date date Staf-f-year u Cost

7/73 Continuing 2.7 $87,000

3. Development of analytical methodology for hydrogen cyanide
and determination of tissue concentration

The laboratory chief said this was the highest priority
project in toxicology and was initiated at the request of the
Federal AIr Surgeon and the Systems Research and Development
Service.

The purpose of the project is to test and analyze fire
hazard aspects on various types of aircraft material includ-
ing interior paneling and seat covers. As a result of these
tests, the toxic substances could be curtailed in production
of future aircraft.

The intended users of information will be the Flight
Standards Service for developing rules concerning materials
acceptable for aircraft use.

Start Completion FY 76 estimates
date date Stat-years Cost

7/74 6/76 4.8 986,400

4. Effects of problem drugs on neural mechanisms in animals
ana man

This project was initiated at CAMI in response to OAM''s
policy statem;:ent emphasizing m.neical certification and medi-
cal standards development.

Tne purpose of the project is to look at the medical
certification process for pilots with interest on the pos-
sible effects and duration of effects that certain druqs have
on a pilot's ability to operate an aircraft safely.

Tn? Medical Certification Branch of CAMI, as users of
the information developed, mia,.t consider the effects of
drugs on pilots in their medical certification and education
programs. The OAM would also be a potential user.

Start Completion FY 76 estimates
d¢att date S-Tf-years Co s t

7/75 6/77 2.7 $68,400
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5. Radiobiological safety requirements in the national
aerospace program

This project was initiated at the request of OAM for
calibrating and determining testing of cosmic radiation
measuring instruments for the possible radiation hazards of
high-altitude flying by the supersonic transport.

Its purpose has shifted to determining the possible
hazards of transporting radioactive materials on passenger
aircraft.

The intended users will be the regulatory segment of FAA.

Start Completion FY 76 estimates
date date ft. T__i, _ or_

7/75 Continuing 1 $23,100

Psychology laborator

i. Stimulus parameters of visual approach

rThis project was initiated by the Systems Research and
Development Service and the general aviaticn community to
accumulate information on the use of the Visual Approach
Slope Indicator (VASI), a special device to aid the pilot in
determining the right approach slope. Pilot organizations
had made inquiries regarding vagueness in FAA rules on pilot
decisions based on visual approach systems.

The purpose of the project is to evaluate the adequacy
of equipment ftom the pilot's point of view and the possible
effect on his flying performance in aircraft approach and
landings. The responsiole investigator said the study was
important for determining under various weather conditions
the minimal necessary cues for :iafe approachl and landing and
the effectiveness of various visual approach slope indicator
systems.

Stdat Completion iY 76 estimates
(Sate date rtafCi-.ysars - Cost

1/73 9/76 2.4 $89,600

2. Comprehensive assessment of air traffic controller selec-
tion factors

This project is an ongoing study for the Civil Service
Commission and FAA, which are contemplating changes to the air
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traffic controller selection process. It was initiated by
the Office of Personnel Training.

The purpose of the project is to evaluate the validity
of techniques used for selecting and training of controllers.
The potential exists for saving FAA money by phasing out
people, early in the training program, who aren't suited to
be controllers. Also, the project will assess the fairness
of certain hiring factors, such as giving-point preference
to individuals with flying experience when it has been proven
that such experience does not have an important bearing on
becoming a successful controller.

The users of information developed include the FAA's Air
Traffic Control, Civil Service Commission, and general avia-
tion.

Start Completion FY 76 estimates
date date Sta--years Cost

8/75 Continuing 2.4 S56,400

3. Effects of congener vs. noncongener alcoholic beverages on
performance in stationary and moving environments

This project is a followcp of previous researcn. It was
initiated at CAMI in response to a suggestion by OAM person-
nel that the psychology laboratory determine whether the type
of alcoholic beverage will affect the test of impairments in
a motion situation vs. stationary condition and to support
the research priority for medical standards development as
set -out by the Federal Air Surgeon.

The purpose of the project is to evaluate the adequacy
of the Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) 91.11; i.e., the
'eight-hour rule" that civil air crewmen cannot drink alco-
holic beverages within 8 hours of the time they are to be
crewmembers in a civil aircraft.

Start Completior FY 76 estimates -
date date S t ' at--7-v .ea rs C:os.t

7/'75 11/76 2.4 S63,300

4. Development of performance measures for the aviation
stress protocol simulation

This project was initiated by CAMI to test the perform-
ance end bz.havior response to various drugs to determine if
pilots. should be restricted frcm flying if they take certain
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drugs. The psychology laboratory chief said this project was
a joint effort with the physiology laboratory which was study-
ing the biomedical aspects, including urine analysis, blood
samples, and heart rates.

The users of information developed will be OAM, aero-
medical education programs, the generai flying population,
and air traffic controllers.

Start Completion FY 76 estimates
date date Staft-years Cost

7/75 9/76 1.3 $50,500

Protection and Survival Laboratory

1. Testing and evaluation of oxygen masks and systems for
nigh-altituae decompression and respiratory protection in
toxic smoke and fire

This project was originally initiated by CAMI and con-
tinued at the request of tne Flight Standards Service. The
purpose of the project is to develop criteria and standards
for oxygen masks and systems and to eliminate deficiencies in
present systems. The direct users will be the Plight Stand-
ards Service, the Department of Defense, U.S. air carriers,
FAA's Fligiht Standard Service for updating FARs, and the
NTSD. The indirect users are private airlines, air irame
manufacturers and air travelers.

Start Completion FY 76 estimates
date date STT-aFyar s (cost_

1966 Continuing 3 5101,700

2. Investigation of materials and techniques to reduce avia-
tion crash injury

This project was initiated in-house. Primary users of
the information developed will be the Flight Standards Serv-
ice to update FARs. Other users are the aviation industry,
the Department of the Army, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, and the National Highway Transportation
Safety Administration.

Start Completion FY 76 estimates
date date stt a r--y e a r s Co s t

7/71 Continuing 2 . $62,500
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3. Emergency evacuation of disabled travelers

This project was originally initiated in-house and
continued at the request of the Flight Standards Service.

The purpose of the project is to develop guidelines for
aircrews in handling handicapped passengers in emergency
situations and to develop and evaluate related equipment.

The immediate users of data developed will be airframe
and equipment manufacturers, and the Flight Standards Service
for updating FARs. An advisory circular on this matter has
been issued to airlines.

Start Completion FY 76 estimates
date date SaTFT-years Cost

7/73 6/76 1 $31,000

4. 3iomeoical factors i., evacuation systems

This project was initiated at the request of the FAA's
Aercnautical Center Flight Standards Technical Division and
the Flight Stzndards Service.

The purpose .'f the project is to lrJ.rove aircraft escape
procedures and related equipment. Users of the information
developec will be the Flight Standards Fervice for updating
FARs, the NTS3, DOD, airlines, and aircraft manufacturers.

Start Completion FY 76 estimates
date oate StaST-years Cost 

7/75 6/77 1.5 $43,550
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